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From the Editor
Another businessman is leaving a top job in the diabetes world.
Ranch Kimball has resigned from the Joslin Diabetes Center in Boston, effective the end of the
summer, only a little more than two years after becoming its president and chief executive officer.
Kimball told the Boston Globe that he’s stepping down because he’s accomplished his goals,
including spearheading the sale of a parcel of land adjacent to the Center and increasing its fundraising.
Kimball was always an unorthodox choice – Joslin’s first president who had no background in
diabetes for the institution whose very name is synonymous with diabetes – and Joslin’s first business
executive as president. Most recently, Kimball had been the Secretary of Economic Development for
Massachusetts and had previously run a private equity firm and served as partner at the Boston
Consulting Group. He was hired to shore up Joslin’s finances but now says that Joslin, with a new focus
on translating research to commercial use, should be run by someone with a scientific and medical
background.
We note that the ADA is also now seeking a replacement for its longtime chief scientific officer,
Dr. Richard Kahn, and JDRF’s new president, Alan Lewis, the former CEO of Novocell, has just begun
his tenure following the departure last year of Arnold Donald. That means three of the most prominent
positions in diabetes – the heads of the JDRF and Joslin and the top scientific officer at the ADA – will
now have new blood. Granted, these organizations compete for money and recognition, but we hope the
voices of these new leaders will be loud, clear and even coordinated on a number of topics:
Pushing individualized, personalized care for patients (not the “one-size-fits-all care” we see
too often in the system today)
• Creating more incentives for healthcare providers to enter and stay in the field of diabetes
• Greater focus on bringing allied healthcare professionals to diabetes
• More focus on keeping people with diabetes healthy and improving reimbursement for
treatments and technologies that are tolerable and will help avoid complications
We could go on, but you get the idea.
•

As usual, the diabetes world continues to be incredibly busy. We think this is probably our
biggest group of companies ever to be featured in “Company Watch” – almost 50!
Meanwhile, it’s getting busier - ADA 2009 is almost upon us! First, we are privileged to bring
you an interview this issue with Dr. Harold Lebovitz who is again the program chair for this year’s
ADA, an extremely high-profile position. Dr. Lebovitz is professor of medicine in the division of
endocrinology and metabolism at the SUNY Brooklyn. He has served on numerous review committees
for the ADA, the NIH, and the VA, and serves on the editorial boards of Diabetes, Obesity and
Metabolism, and Diabetes Care. In short, he’s a powerhouse who is really generous to share his time and
insights with us – we’re supremely grateful, as you might imagine, to Dr. Lebovitz, who also has made
time to sit on diaTribe’s advisory board (our patient newsletter). See inside to learn what Dr. Lebovitz is
most excited about …

The ADA has long been the most exciting, data-rich, and agenda-setting event in the world of
diabetes, and this year is no exception. Last year statisticians and researchers scrambled to ensure that
data from three large studies - ACCORD, ADVANCE, and the VADT - would be compiled and presented
at the conference. The results of the studies left many scratching their heads, and the merits of intensive
glucose control in established type 2 diabetes remains an issue of controversy a full year later. The
studies will continue to be featured prominently at this year’s meeting, and we are eager to see how the
story about intensive glucose control has evolved.
Two important large clinical trials to be presented at this year’s ADA are RECORD, which is a
cardiovascular safety study featuring rosiglitizone (GSK’s Avandia) and BARI-2D, a study that looks at
whether initial treatment with angioplasty or bypass surgery is better than initial treatment with a
medical program for type 2 patients and which compares two approaches to controlling blood glucose:
insulin stimulating and insulin sensitizing medications. We will also be following a range of debates in
the field – one we are especially interested in is on the use of A1c as a diagnostic tool since there are
upwards of seven million undiagnosed people in the US alone – if obesity rates persist, this will come
close to ten million by 2020.
On the drug data front, anticipation abounds. Look out for safety/tolerability/PK/PD data on
Eli Lilly’s once weekly GLP-1 analog, as well as data from Amylin (Byetta/EOW), XOMA (XOMA 052;
anti IL-1 beta antibody), Intekrin (INT-131; selective PPAR gamma modulator), and a slew of other
compounds. On the device side, 12-month data from the JDRF CGM study will be discussed, as well as a
big set of CGM, pump, and closed-loop studies.
We look for late breaking abstracts, as always, to yield a number of fascinating presentations.
These will include more closed-loop studies, exenatide once weekly data (DURATION-2, and an
implanted delivery mechanism called DUROS), data on Incyte’s 11 beta-HSD1 inhibitor, more data on
Eli Lilly’s long acting GLP-1, data on Metabasis’ FBPase inhibitor (can it bring the company back?), and
in-hospital continuous glucose monitoring data from GluMetrics’ GluCath system.
Finally, we would like to take this opportunity to invite you to the third annual Close
Concerns/TCOYD annual Diabetes Forum on Monday, June 8, at 6 pm – 8 pm at the Ritz Carlton.
Register at supporttcoyd.org. I will be moderating a panel with a slew of doctors who will have
fascinating commentary on four days of intense data they have seen – if you haven’t signed up, please
do so today and save $50 from the cost onsite. I have the lucky role, for the third year in a row, of
moderating this u-n-p-l-u-g-g-e-d panel, which will be no holds barred. Our esteemed panelists include:
•
•
•
•
•

ADA President-Elect Dr. Rich Bergenstal, director of International Diabetes Center in Minneapolis;
Diabetes technology expert Dr. Bruce Bode of Atlanta Diabetes Associates;
Diabetes Care editor in chief Dr. Vivian Fonseca, diabetes program chief at Tulane in New Orleans;
Basic and clinical science expert and drug guru Dr. Bob Henry of the VA and UCSD in San Diego;
The ADA 2009 Educator of the Year Dr. Steve Edelman of the VA and UCSD in San Diego.

The experts will be talking about e-v-e-r-y-t-h-i-n-g important that they learned at ADA and it will
be an amazing time – many of our panelists from former years will also be present! All the funds go to
TCOYD’s amazing patient education, which is needed this year more than ever, given the dire economy.
Several of you have said you are coming for the cocktails alone, which seems like a good idea and which
Dr. Edelman and the TCOYD team and I were very glad to hear…
Gratefully,

Kelly L. Close
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•
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•
•

May 25: Medicare System Overhaul proposed
May 22: Increased drug spending in youth population
May 16: New Insulet PDM 200 = most excellent
May 8: One in 8 million - the blind wine taster
May 5: New Bluetooth-enabled blood glucose meter reaches the US
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Videos
Below is our favorite video in diabetes this month, an amazing film about food coming out June 12 in New
York, LA, and San Francisco. Inspired and inspiring ..:
•

Food Inc - Official Trailer

http://www.foodincmovie.com
Coming soon in DCU…
There are several conferences coming up in June that we look forward to reporting from starting with the
long-awaited American Diabetes Association 69th Scientific Sessions from June 5-9 in New Orleans, LA.
Following ADA, we will be attending the Children with Diabetes conference in Orlando and will be
preparing for AADE in Hotlanta. On the regulatory front, keep an ear out for news on Novo Nordisk’s
liraglutide, BMS/AZ’s saxagliptin, and Takeda’s alogliptin …
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1. Quotable Quotes in Diabetes
The Call for Health Care Reform
“We will pay for a foot amputation, but we won’t pay for a foot examination.”
— George Huntley CPA (American Diabetes Association), noting the absence of preventive care in the US’
current healthcare system and the need for preventive care to be part of health care reform.
Off-Label Use of Drugs
“…we have a lot of off label ideas, and I mean off-off-off-label. When I’m thinking proactively for my
patients, I’m thinking two or even three medications right away. If I treat as many symptoms as
possible, I'm giving the patient optimum glycemic control and thus, maximum protection of β-cells. If
you can give glucose control without risk of hypoglycemia, this is certainly a desirable goal. You don’t
have to be as fastidious in your monitoring of patients, which is difficult to maintain over time. It’s
important to start early and continue with additional therapy if the disease progresses. It’s possible if
you block one of those pathways that one of the other pathways will gear up and become more serious. I
think that we have agents that are so easy to use that we should certainly treat as many of these
pathways as possible. And I think that there are new medications coming that will make it even easier.
Conversely, if you wait until patients show symptoms of metabolic syndrome, it may be too late and you
may be doing harm by allowing the disease to progress.”
— Dr. Daniel Einhorn, MD (University of California San Diego, CA), speaking on the off-label use of drugs
during the American Association of Clinical Endocrinologists Annual Meeting and Clinical Congress.
Tight Glycemic Control
“A few observations and much reasoning lead to error; many observations and a little reasoning lead to
truth.”
— Dr. David Kendall, MD (International Diabetes Center), quoting Dr. Alexis Carrel, a French surgeon
and Nobel laureate, when speaking on the importance of not looking at any particular study as providing a
definitive answer on the question of the mortality impact of tight glycemic control.
Obesity and Diabetes
“When you are dancing with a bear, you can’t get tired and sit down. You have to wait for the bear to
get tired and sit down.”
— M. Joycelyn Elders, MD (University of Arkansas College of Medicine, Little Rock, AR), speaking on the
role of endocrinologists in eliminating disparities in healthcare at the American Association of Clinical
Endocrinologists Annual Meeting and Clinical Congress.
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2. diaTribe FingerSticks

-by Daniel A. Belkin
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3. DCU Company Watch
•

Insulet — Spanish-speaking OmniPod customer support available 24-hours a day: On
May 28th, Insulet introduced 24-hour a day 7-days a week customer support for the OmniPod in
Spanish. This support network may appeal to a growing market of Spanish speaking people with
diabetes in the US. Notably, Hispanic youths in the US have one of the highest rates of type 1 diabetes.
It seems smart that Insulet is making it as easy as possible for native Spanish speakers to use
OmniPod.

•

Amylin — Icahn and Eastbourne will each have a representative on the Amylin board:
On May 27th, Amylin held its Annual Shareholder meeting. According to preliminary results, Icahn
and Eastbourne will each have a representative on the Amylin board, meaning that two of
management’s nominees were not re-elected. Which two? This is unknown at this time. Amylin
expects preliminary results to be made public in early June with final certification about a week after
that. As a result of the vote, one third of the Amylin board will be new (two management nominees,
Paul Clark and Paul Costa, are new to the board and bring substantial pharmaceutical industry
experience), which strikes us as a healthy balance between continuity and new vision. Richard Barry
of Eastbourne identified himself as someone who has type 2 diabetes. He dismissed any suggestion
that he favored quick sale of the company, despite news reports. Icahn’s representative, Alex Denner,
also denied that sale was a priority. When both parties were pressed by a questioner about an earlier
CNN report that four to six bidders had been identified by the dissident groups, Joe Cook matched the
civil tone of Barry and Denner by stating that there was no reason (or right) to press them further on
this topic since the question had been answered. One of the other Icahn nominees, Dr. Thomas Duel,
was more specific in his criticisms of Amylin management, stating that the company had devoted too
much attention to primary care physicians rather than focusing on endocrinologists, and that the
research pipeline had been neglected, although he did not state what his concerns were regarding the
pipeline.

•

Medtronic — US growth up a strong 13%: In a call led by CEO Bill Hawkins on May 19th,
Medtronic reported its FY2009 results. Diabetes revenue in the fourth quarter was $296 million, up
8% (14% on constant currency basis) year-on-year and up 7% sequentially. US revenue in the quarter
was $200 million, up approximately 13% from last year. International revenue was $96 million, down
about 3% from last year. Annually, diabetes revenue grew to $1.1 billion, up 11% on a constant
currency basis: this annual increase was very healthy in our view, given the economy. Pumps alone
provided over $1 billion in revenue for the fiscal year, while CGM sales generated approximately $90
million by our estimates. Management again cited continuous glucose monitoring (CGM) as a driver
of growth and said that CGM revenue annualized at $100 million in revenue during the fiscal fourth
quarter. Insulin pump sales continued to report double-digit growth despite the negative economy;
we assume this reflects operational growth and is driven by the strong US market. Management
discussed its hedging strategy to minimize the impact of currency effects.
Growth in pumps continues to move forward and we are assuming that nearly 28-30% of type 1s in
the US are now on pumps . This is difficult to assess precisely since total pumpers (and ex-pumpers)
aren’t reported and it’s hard to assess the impact of the economy on that population. We haven’t
heard an update on type 2s on pumps in some time and hope to receive more information on this
front at this year’s ADA. We expect CGM to become a more and more important part of diabetes
management as we hear more votes of confidence in the technology from endocrinologists. The
bottom line should also be improving as volumes increase.
Management announced that the company is entering into a healthcare provider education
collaboration with Eli Lilly. The stated goal is to develop educational resources and classes around the
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initiation and intensive management of insulin, insulin pump therapy and CGM. Medtronic reported
a workforce reduction of 1,500-1,800 employees, with an anticipated cost of $27 million, which will
be reflected in FY1Q09. Although the R&D budget doesn’t seem to be increasing much at Medtronic,
we would bet diabetes is an outlier. Medtronic also announced just before AACE that San Antonio, TX
is the new home for its Diabetes Therapy Management and Education Center. Medtronic will hire
1,400 people over the next five years for its new 150,000 square foot facility. No slowdown here! As
we understand it, Texas beat California by a long shot in terms of providing incentives for the new
facility (in the final analysis, Texas actually beat Kansas).
•

MannKind — Afresa submission accepted by FDA; the wait begins: On May 18th, MannKind
announced that the FDA has accepted and filed its NDA submission package for Afresa inhaled
insulin. As MannKind enters the “wait and see” period, chances are that it will be focusing much of its
time on working to secure a commercialization partner either locally or globally. For some context,
Pfizer’s Exubera was submitted on March 2005, had its advisory committee meeting in September
2005, was approved in January 2006, and was pulled from the market by Pfizer in October 2007 at an
overall pre-tax cost of $2.8 billion (approximately $1.1 billion of intangible assets, $661 million of
inventory, $454 million of fixed assets and $584 million of additional exit costs). MannKind has the
advantage of having Pfizer’s experience with healthcare providers as a learning opportunity.
MannKind also had the chance to purchase Pfizer’s German insulin manufacturing plant for $33
million. That purchase, announced last March, seems to move the company forward in many ways. It
includes property rights, production equipment, bulk insulin and a license to manufacture bulk
insulin for use in pulmonary delivery.
We are interested to see how the FDA approaches the inhaled insulin category following its positive
approach to Exubera. In particular, we wonder whether the FDA will feel comfortable with the lung
safety data that MannKind has submitted, given the “imbalance” in lung cancer that has been
reported from the Exubera clinical data. As a reminder, after Exubera was pulled from the market,
Pfizer reported that of the 4,740 patients who had used Exubera in clinical trials, six had developed
lung cancer, compared to only one of the 4,292 patients in the placebo group – a difference that did
not reach statistical significance (p value of about 0.17) but was nonetheless somewhat disconcerting.
In our view, MannKind has made a strong case that Exubera’s potential association with lung cancer
is not a class issue. Indeed, the rate of lung cancer in the MannKind clinical dataset has not exceeded
the rate that would be expected in a similar, untreated population. Compared to Exubera, Afresa has
significantly higher bioavailability and its insulin carrier (FTKP) is not biologically active. See the
FDA’s Jan 27, 2006 press release about the approval at
(http://www.fda.gov/bbs/topics/news/2006/NEW01304.html).

•

XOMA —$10 million financing deal: On May 15th, XOMA, the developer of an inhibitor of IL-1b
for treatment of type 2 diabetes, announced a definitive agreement with an unnamed institutional
investor for a share offering totaling approximately $10 million. The agreement was expected to be
finalized about a week following the announcement, and the company plans to use the capital raised
to fund continued development of its anti- IL-1b antibody, XOMA 052, which is in phase 1 clinical
trials. At the end of 2008, XOMA had cash, cash equivalents, and short-term investments of $10.8
million as well as $9.5 million in restricted cash. Some concern about the company’s financial health
has arisen as a “going concern” letter has been issued by accountants calling into question its financial
future. This concern stems largely from problems with Raptiva, Genentech’s drug for psoriasis from
which XOMA receives royalties; Raptiva has been pulled from the EU and Canadian and US markets
over the last several months. Notably, XOMA will be presenting data on XOMA 052 at ADA 2009 in
two oral presentations, one on preclinical data and one covering clinical results. . We are interested to
see when the company can begin phase 2 for XOMA 052, which will be a clear milestone. Presumably
some sort of partnership agreement is expected this year based almost entirely on the phase 1 work;
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one would guess that an earlier phase 2 start, however, could be important as it could enable earlier
data gathering from potential partners.
•

Novartis — Extension of comparative vildagliptin study confirms positive side-effect
profile, especially on metabolic disease front, but less durable A1c impact versus
Avandia: The results of an extension study published recently in Diabetes, Obesity, and Metabolism
carried out by Dr. Julio Rosenstock and other researchers at the Dallas Diabetes and Endocrine
Center showed decreased efficacy of vildagliptin (a DPP-4 inhibitor manufactured by Novartis)
compared to rosiglitazone (GSK’s Avandia) with regard to A1c reduction, but an improved side effect
profile. This was discussed in MedWire News. Previously, the researchers had carried out a 24-week
study comparing 100 mg/day vildagliptin with 8 mg/day rosiglitazone. The results showed an A1c
reduction of 1.2% with vildagliptin and 1.6% with rosiglitazone. The extension carried the study out to
a total of 104 weeks, and enrolled 598 patients. At 104 weeks, A1c was reduced by 0.8% in the
vildagliptin group and 1.4% in the rosiglitazone group. The researchers concluded that the A1c
reduction seen in the initial study was more durable with rosiglitazone use than with vildagliptin.
However, patients on rosiglitazone gained an average of 4.67 kg (10.3 pounds), and had more than a
two-fold risk for peripheral edema. Surprisingly, four patients on vildagliptin experienced
hypoglycemia, compared to none taking r rosiglitazone. Since DPP-4 inhibitors are typically glycemic
dependent except when combined with other medications that could cause hypoglycemia, these
findings may have been statistical anomalies.. Notably, vildagliptin also led to substantial reductions
in total cholesterol, LDL, and non-LDL cholesterol compared with rosiglitazone.

•

Boehringer Ingelheim — Development agreement with DeveloGen AG in diabetes: On
May 13th, Boehringer Ingelheim announced an agreement with DeveloGen, a German biotechnology
company that is developing novel treatments for metabolic and endocrine diseases. DeveloGen is
developing a first-in-class insulin sensitizer (still in pre-clinical studies) that reportedly targets the
insulin signal transduction pathway directly. In addition, it has a first-in-class beta cell regeneration
factor (also pre-clinical) that has demonstrated stimulation of beta cell proliferation, and an increase
in functional beta cell mass.. The agreement provides for an upfront payment of €7 million ($9.5
million USD), and the potential to earn milestone payments of up to €237 million ($322 million
USD). Further payments are possible if additional compounds or indications come to light in the
future. It is interesting to see Boehringer Ingelheim looking to further built up its diabetes pipeline.
This supplements three diabetes drugs Boehringer currently has: a DPP-4 inhibitor in phase 3 that we
understand has a long half-life that could be problematic (it was shown as a poster at the 2008 ADA 451-P), an SGLT2 inhibitor in phase 2, and another SGLT2 in phase 1.

•

Takeda — FDA approves Actos/extended release metformin combination: On May 13th,
Takeda announced that the FDA has approved an extended-release version of its combination of
pioglitazone (Actos) and metformin. The new medication will be called ACTOplus met XR, and has
been approved for patients with type 2 diabetes who are already being treated with Actos
(pioglitazone) and metformin, or those who have inadequate control on Actos or metformin alone. As
we understand, the new drug contains the same dosage of Actos combined with a dose of extendedrelease metformin (developed by Watson Laboratories and licensed to Takeda). Takeda expects that
the new drug will be available later this year. We would think this combination could do very well.
Patients will likely appreciate one bill and one co-pay (even though, if they are taking metformin now,
they likely have a very low co-pay) and we would expect that if anything, adherence would improve as
one pill is easier to take than more. One disadvantage of combo pills that comes up in conversations
with clinical experts is that they’re harder to titrate because the ratio of Actos to metformin is fixed.
From a providers’ standpoint, having several combo options with different ratios would be fantastic
and may well lead to increased use in recently diagnosed patients or patients with pre-diabetes. As a
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reminder, Takeda’s Actos was the #1-selling drug in 2008 with $3.7 billion in global revenues.
Recently Takeda reported approximately $950 million in first quarter revenue for Actos.
•

Transition Therapeutics — Progress in gastrin and gastrin/GLP-1 combination studies:
Transition Therapeutics discussed progress in the third fiscal quarter (F3Q09) in a call led by CEO
Tony Cruz on May 13th. Cruz discussed recent advances on the company’s lead gastrin-based
compound, TT-223. Of note in the quarter, enrollment was recently completed on the phase 2 clinical
study of the gastrin analog TT-223. Data for this study are expected in the first half of 2010 and
should be published shortly thereafter. Along with partner Eli Lilly, the company is pursuing a
combination of TT-223 and a GLP-1 analog. This project was moved into phase 1b in March. We look
forward to seeing safety data on this combination. From the discussion on the call, the company
appears to be unsure whether the combination would be for short- or long-term use. The company
also announced the (amicable) termination of its partnership with the Juvenile Diabetes Research
Foundation (JDRF), which helped it bring TT-223 into clinical studies. The company expects to have
sufficient cash until the end of fiscal year 2010.

•

Takeda — Actos and Lantus battle for top spot in 1Q09: On May 12th, General Manager,
Financing and Accounting, Hiroshi Takahara led the fiscal year 4Q08 call for Takeda. For its fourth
fiscal quarter (equivalent to 1Q09 in calendar quarters), Takeda reported worldwide Actos sales of
approximately 89 billion yen (~$950 million) for the quarter (this was not actually reported but
backed out in our model) and 387 billion yen ($3.87 billion) for the fiscal year 2008. In our view, this
represents a very strong result, all else considered (the economy, competition, the economy, focus on
generics, the economy …). While the yearly total fell slightly, approximately 2.3%, the positive news
looks to be that quarterly sales actually rose about 7%, bolstered by the Japanese Actos business rising
17% (albeit from a relatively small base). Recall that for the calendar year 2008, while GSK’s global
Avandia sales fell 40% from $2.4 billion to ~$1.5 billion, Actos global revenue of $3.7 billion rose
slightly (in dollars, though not in yen), maintaining Actos’s standing as the #1 diabetes drug globally
(versus Sanofi’s Lantus, very close behind at $3.6 billion for 2008).
Keeping an eye on the Lantus/Actos race, we note that Sanofi-Aventis reported $977 million (up 27%
at constant exchange rate) in Lantus sales for 1Q09, just ahead of Actos. This will be an interesting
year as the two drugs battle for the number one spot. We do note that currency muddies the waters
here because comparing drugs in dollars that report in yen and pounds, respectively, likely isn’t the
fairest comparison. Of note in the quarter, Takeda received approval in Japan for concomitant use of
Actos with insulin. In its fiscal third quarter, Takeda announced a number of milestones pertaining to
Actos including an NDA application to market a combination with alogliptin in the US (filed in
September), an approval for the use of Actos with biguanides in Japan, and the filing of Actos with
extended-release metformin in the EU. On the development front, the company still awaits word from
the FDA regarding alogliptin with a PDUFA date of June 26, 2009. As a reminder, in March 2009,
Takeda received notification from the FDA that the new cardiovascular guidance would apply to
alogliptin, its DPP-4 inhibitor candidate, which was submitted to the FDA in January 2008. While the
PDUFA date still stands, the company noted that a new study will be required – we await the details.
Overall, Takeda’s diabetes strategy seems to be to keep adding new indications and combinations to
Actos, while simultaneously assessing the next necessary step on alogliptin and alogliptin
combinations.

•

OSI Pharmaceuticals — Obesity and diabetes pipeline advances: On May 11th, OSI
Pharmaceuticals announced that the results of phase 1 trials of its two diabetes and obesity product
candidates (PSN-821 and PSN-602) were promising enough to move both compounds into further
trials. PSN-821, a GPR119 agonist, completed a phase 1 trial showing promising degrees of glucoselowering after a meal challenge. Obesity candidate PSN-602, an oral monoamine reuptake inhibitor
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combined with a serotonin-1A agonist, produced reductions in food intake after 14 days of dosing in
overweight and obese subjects. Both compounds were discovered by OSI and are wholly owned by the
company. Results from the PSN-602 and PSN-821 trials will be presented at an as yet un-specified
scientific meeting in the second half of 2009. PSN-821 has now progressed to a 14-day phase 1 trial,
and if this is successful OSI will begin phase 2b studies in 2010, including sitagliptin as a comparator.
PSN-602 has been moved into phase 2, beginning with a 28-day phase 2a study including
sibutramine as a comparator. OSI had a very successful year last year with DPP-4 revenues stemming
from Januvia – we look forward to seeing what else this research-driven company can build into its
portfolio.
•

Vivus — Qnexa remains on track: In its 1Q09 earnings call led by CEO Leland Wilson on May
11th, Vivus gave an update on the status of Qnexa (topiramate + phentermine), its drug candidate for
obesity and diabetes. The two remaining phase 3 trials, EQUIP (n=1,250) and CONQUER (n=2,500),
continue to proceed as planned, and top-line results are still expected in 3Q09. The company is
working towards an NDA submission for an obesity indication for Qnexa by the end of this year.
Additional EQUATE results, reported in January, seem to show a benefit in prediabetes as well, and
these results have been selected for a podium presentation at this year’s ADA – this will be very well
attended, we think. The company continues to be comfortable on the cash front, and expects to have
$100 million remaining by the end of the year. The diabetes indication continues to be essentially on
hold until more progress is made on the obesity indication, but the results from the DM-230 study of
Qnexa in diabetes will likewise be presented at a podium presentation during ADA. We’re eager to see
more on Qnexa and to see an obesity compound in development proceeding so smoothly, assuming
no safety issues come up—doubtless Vivus’s revenues from sales of its other products are helping on
the economic front. The real test will be the results of the remaining two trials and the regulatory
process, and we look forward to hearing more.

•

Arena — Additional cash needed before lorcaserin NDA filing: In a call led by CEO Jack Lief
on May 11th, Arena reported 1Q09 financial results and progress with its obesity drug candidate,
lorcaserin, a serotonin receptor agonist. Of note in the quarter, top-line BLOOM data were announced
in March. Additionally, BLOOM data have been accepted for presentation at the ADA meeting in June
– we will look forward to seeing more details. On the operations front, Arena announced a 31%
workforce reduction, which will incur a cash charge of approximately $23,000 per person in 2Q09.
Also of note was Arena’s receipt of $14.6 million under a $50.0 million equity financing commitment
entered into in March 2009 with Azimuth Capital Management. During the call, Lief outlined the
company’s responses to three questions: 1) whether lorcaserin is approvable; 2) what the commercial
potential of lorcaserin is; and 3) what the partnership opportunities for lorcaserin are.
He emphasized that obesity candidates only have to achieve one of the weight loss benchmarks set out
in the February 2007 FDA guidance for obesity drugs. Thus far, lorcaserin has met the FDA’s
categorical weight loss endpoint but not its average endpoint, potentially putting it at a regulatory
and/or marketing disadvantage versus competitors (Vivus’s Qnexa, other marketed therapies) that
have met both endpoints. Companies are also starting to take aim at competitors: he highlighted
market research suggesting physicians who treated lots of obese patients prefer to start their patients
out on a single agent. On the partnership front, he declined to discuss specifics but noted that this,
along with other asset transactions, was being considered to generate cash.
Net loss for the quarter was just under $51 million, a reduction of 8% from 1Q08 and down -19%
sequentially. As of March 31, 2009, the company had approximately $70 million in cash, cash
equivalents, and short-term investments. To meet its lorcaserin NDA filing goal in 2009, the company
said it will need to raise more money or engage in more cost containment efforts. Ultimately, we
believe that getting past the regulatory bar is the main challenge of the moment. That said, even if
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lorcaserin is approved, its commercial success in monotherapy is likely limited; potential for
combination therapy could be higher and we would like to understand more about this potential.
•

Athersys — Drug development pertaining to ATHX-105 suspended: In a call led by
President and Chief Operating Officer William Lehmann on May 7th, Athersys discussed progress in
the first quarter. Although the company has suspended the research and development of the obesity
candidate ATHX-105 due to negative preclinical toxicology findings, Chairman and CEO Dr. Gil Van
Bokkelen, emphasized that the company will continue to explore other compounds as potential
5HT2c agonists. Arena’s lorcaserin, which is in phase 3, shares this target as well. However,
lorcaserin’s efficacy is relatively unimpressive in our view, and we believe room exists for a more
potent obesity drug targeting this mechanism.

•

Insulet — Improving business depends on lowering costs: On May 7th, Insulet reported 1Q09
revenue of $12.5 million, up 87% year-over-year and about 7% sequentially. Gross profit for the
quarter was $2 million compared to a gross profit of $1.2 million in 4Q08 and a gross loss of $3.3
million in 1Q08. Management noted that while revenue rose substantially (87%), cost of sales yearover-year rose just 5%, resulting in the $5 million increase in gross profit from 1Q08. Gross margins
increased to 16%, up from 10% in the fourth quarter, and 20% is forecast for the second quarter. All
guidance remained the same. On an exciting product note, the new personal data manager (PDM) for
the OmniPod will be formally launched at ADA in June. Also, the company has recently started a
special upgrade program for people looking to switch from the now discontinued Deltec Cozmo,
following Smiths Medical’s exit from diabetes. The program gives Cozmo users a 30-day free trial of
an OmniPod system. Last on the new product front, OmniPod received the CE Mark approval for use
in Europe in late April – though it will be 2010 before any meaningful revenue emerges, this was
certainly a positive milestone. From our view, success will be seen in continuing to reduce per-pod
cost and reduce customer acquisition cost. Cost per pod in the quarter was approximately $25, above
the $20 expectation given last quarter, and the goal remains $15-$20 per pod for the second half of
this year. We will look forward to hearing more on sales force productivity improvements; after a slow
January and February, sales were stronger in March and saw the best month ever in April. We would
assume that more current pumpers are around now who could switch to OmniPod than there have
been historically, though interestingly, 70-80% of new patients are still new pumpers, demonstrating
that Insulet is certainly expanding the insulin pump market.

•

Emisphere — Questions about viability: On May 7th, Emisphere reported 1Q09 results in a call
led by CEO Michael V. Novinski. The company announced the closure of an R&D facility as a costcutting measure and stressed to listeners that it is working hard on financial issues – presumably
raising capital. Novinski emphasized confidence in Eligen Technology (the company’s drug delivery
platform), noting progress with the early-stage Novo Nordisk partnership, announced in June 2008.
This partnership has Emisphere creating an oral formulation of a GLP-1 analog developed by Novo
Nordisk. Novinski was unable to provide a timeline for progressing to human studies but said he
expects it in the near future. Novinski highlighted that working alongside the world’s leader for the
treatment of diabetes was most valuable for the company. The call took a negative turn during Q&A
when an analyst inquired as to the cut-point beyond which management would pull the plug on the
company. Novinski vehemently refused to respond to such a question.

•

Isis — PTP-1B and SGLT2 inhibitors moving forward; new plans to enter obesity: On May
7th, Isis reported 1Q09 financial results during which it provided updates on its diabetes pipeline.
Upcoming key milestones include phase 2 data evaluating ISIS 113715, a PTP-1B inhibitor, in
combination with a sulfonylurea in patients with type 2 diabetes. During Q&A, CEO Stanley Crooke
noted that LDL reduction, weight neutrality (possibly weight loss), diurnal and postprandial glucose
control, and 20% reduction in [mean] glucose were likely criteria for moving the drug forward. That
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all sounds very positive, especially the lipid and weight impact, since the FDA is so CVD-focused right
now. In the first quarter, Isis initiated a phase 1 clinical study of its SGLT2 inhibitor, ISIS-SGLT2Rx,
for the treatment of type 2 diabetes in healthy volunteers. Not explicitly discussed on the call were
ISIS 325568 (glucagon target) and ISIS 377131 (glucocorticoid receptor target), both partnered with
J&J (Ortho-McNeil). Notably, the company also reported a goal of moving beyond type 2 diabetes
into peripherally-acting obesity drugs. Such obesity candidates would avoid side effects associated
with the central nervous system such as depression and suicidal ideation as seen with CB1
antagonists. Isis hopes to have its first obesity candidate in the pipeline this year. Isis ended the
quarter with cash, cash equivalents and short-term investments of $652 million compared to $491
million at December 31, 2008. This is plenty of cash derived largely from the recent sale of it
diagnostic subsidiary.
•

Orexigen — Possibility for going it alone with Contrave: Michael Narachi, the new CEO of
Orexigen, led the 1Q09 earnings call on May 7th. As it was the first earnings call since he joined the
company, he introduced himself and spoke about his background, which includes an impressive 20
years at Amgen. One of the key goals he mentioned was better articulating the commercial value of
Contrave, Orexigen’s obesity candidate soon to complete phase 3 trails. While he thinks a partnership
is likely, pending positive results from the phase 3 trial, Orexigen will consider bringing the product to
the market without a partner by focusing on a smaller segment of the obesity market. Another long
term goal is building market awareness by communicating the benefits of treatment to patients and
insurance companies. In the Q&A session, management noted the third quarter of this year as the
timeline for communication of results of the ongoing phase 3 studies. On the financial side, the
company reported that in 1Q, operating expenses declined 20% to $19.1 million. This was attributed
to reduced R&D expenses for Contrave, though there was an increase in salaries and personnel related
costs – atypical for the time and industry. Net loss was $19.3 million, a 17% reduction from 1Q08
(13% reduction sequentially). There was a total of $19.8 million in cash and cash equivalents as of
March 31, 2009. This represents a reduction of more than $25 million from its cash holdings reported
three months ago.

•

XOMA — Full enrollment in phase 1 trials; Partnership expected by end of 2009: In a call
led by CEO Steven Engel on May 7th, XOMA discussed its first quarter results and progress. The
company’s 2009 goals for XOMA 052 (consistent with 4Q08) include completing phase 1 clinical
trials by July 2009, initiating a phase 2 trial in 3Q09, and establishing a partnership for the
development and commercialization of XOMA 052 by the end of the year. These are ambitious goals –
we are looking very forward to following XOMA through the year. Notably, XOMA will be presenting
data on XOMA 052 at ADA 2009 in two oral presentations, one on preclinical data and one covering
clinical results. The focus of the company is very clear, and we will look forward to a big data year for
XOMA 052. It will be interesting to see when the company can begin phase 2 trials (including
monthly dosing) for XOMA 052, which will be a clear milestone. That said, the company is
unsurprisingly having some cash difficulties after a precipitous decline in its royalty-generating drug
Raptiva (for the treatment of psoriasis), and is in the midst of restructuring its loan with Goldman
Sachs to avoid the possibility of accelerated repayment. A collaboration agreement was reached in
February with Takeda, and that should provide the company with some additional capital, but finding
a partner is likely critical for long-term success. The company seems very confident about its chances
of finding a partner by the end of the year. Confidence becomes them.

•

DexCom — Going full steam ahead in 1Q09: In a call led by CEO Terry Gregg on May 6th,
DexCom reported its first quarter results. Product revenue totaled $2.7 million for the quarter, up
46% year-over-year and 8% sequentially. We were impressed by the sequential increase in particular
given that typically US device revenues slow in 1Q following the deductive “reset.” Total first quarter
revenue was $5.2 million, a reported increase of 180% year-over-year and 28% sequentially. Net loss
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was $13.1 million, down 5% from last year and down 2.9% from 4Q08. Notably, Gregg said the
company is operating at full capacity, and trying to improve processes as fast as possible so that the
company can process more sales. Demand sounds robust to say the least, but there are still a lot of
manual elements to each sale, serving as a reminder that CGM is still in its infancy.
Of note in the quarter were two adjustments on the partnership front and yet another FDA clearance.
First, the agreement with Edwards on the in-hospital continuous glucose monitoring has been
amended such that Edwards is now responsible for carrying out additional development work. Gregg
noted this change was due to the fact that Edwards’ expertise in the critical care field and designing
trials for this field put them in better stead to run the clinical development program. We imagine this
increases certainty given Edwards’ experience. Second, on a disappointing note for patients, the
timelines on the Animas and Insulet sensor integrated pump agreements were pushed back to 2010.
Both approvals were initially expected for mid-2009 when announced at the JP Morgan investor
conference in early 2007. Both timelines had seemed ambitious and we had been surprised last year
when management stuck to the expectations. On a positive note, DexCom expects to receive $20
million from Edwards and $5 million from Animas upon reaching pre-specified milestones –
management believes that this cash will be sufficient to last DexCom till profitability. Cash ending the
quarter was $65 million, reflecting $48 million raised earlier this year. Also on a positive note, it
sounds like ADA will be full of encouraging data on CGM and that glycemic variability will continue to
receive more attention.
•

Amylin/Eli Lilly/Alkermes — Completion of NDA filing for exenatide once weekly: On
May 5th, Amylin, Eli Lilly, and Alkermes announced the completion of the NDA filing for exenatide
once weekly (EOW) in type 2 diabetes. The company was expecting to file in this quarter, although
this comes slightly earlier than had been anticipated. In our view, data on EOW suggests the
compound could be transformational if it is approved, reimbursed, and easy for patients to use. We
believe the addition of a once weekly injectable therapy could significantly expand the global drug
market for diabetes (over $16 million in 2008 for branded diabetes drugs); we estimate that over five
million people in the US alone are failing oral therapies. The combination of A1c drop and weight loss
and a once per week shot for EOW augurs well for the drug’s clinical profile assuming it is easy to
prescribe and take. If approved, EOW would be the first once-weekly GLP-1 analog for type 2
diabetes; we believe that this dosing could provide significant benefits in terms of patient compliance
and convenience, particularly if the profile reflects lower nausea than Byetta.

•

Amylin — Restructuring in preparation for EOW launch: On May 4th, Amylin announced
plans to merge its primary care and specialty sales forces, cutting 200 sales jobs, in an effort to focus
its efforts in more diabetes-focused healthcare provider markets. The Amylin sales organization
resulting from the merger will consist of 325 sales reps that will primarily target endocrinology and
diabetes-focused practices. Amylin’s partner, Eli Lilly, will focus its efforts in the wider primary care
market. The overarching goal of this re-organization is to achieve efficient commercialization of
exenatide once weekly (EOW), if approved. This 35% reduction in the total number of Amylin sales
reps is expected to result in approximately $20 million of cost savings in 2009 and $45 million of
annual cost savings starting in 2010. Amylin expects to record a $13-15 million restructuring charge in
2Q09 relating to severance costs from the restructuring of the sales force. We expect this focus to
bring the company closer to its goal to be cash flow positive by late 2010 and we think greater focus on
influential endos makes sense for its reps.

•

Oramed — Phase 2 oral insulin trials begun in South Africa: On May 5th, Oramed, a
developer of oral drug delivery systems, announced the initiation of phase 2b clinical trials of its oral
insulin (ORMD-0801) on 30 type 2 diabetic volunteers. The product is an ingestible insulin capsule
that is based on research from scientists at Jerusalem’s Hadassah Medical Center.
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•

MannKind — Submission of NDA for Afresa, partnership discussions underway: During
it’s 1Q09 earnings call on May 4th, MannKind discussed its current activities and expectations for
Afresa, the company’s flagship inhaled insulin. The NDA for Afresa was submitted to the FDA in
March, so the company is currently waiting for comments from the agency. Management said it
expects some kind of response within the next weeks. The company continues to actively plan for the
post-approval period, announcing plans (in March) to purchase a Pfizer insulin manufacturing plant
to supply insulin for Afresa. As we understand it, this is the biggest insulin plant in the world, so this
was quite a purchase. Management reports that several partnership discussions are ongoing, and
hopes to secure a partner by September, although it was made clear that this date is tentative. We’re
still unsure about Afresa’s prospect for easy approval—while it does seem to offer advantages in the
speed of insulin action versus injectable insulin, the Exubera challenges will likely still cast a shadow
over potential for another pulmonary insulin delivery.

•

Allergan — 1Q09 results show obesity interventions down 12%: On May 1st, CEO David Pyott
led the call discussing Allergan’s first quarter performance. In the quarter, Allergan posted obesity
intervention product sales of $59.8 million, down 17% (down 12% in local currency) from 1Q08. On a
sequential basis, sales were down 13%. Management reported a double-digit decline in sales in the US
market, offset by flat sales internationally. The company maintains that it has stabilized market share
loss in the US (due to J&J/Ethicon Endo-Surgery’s REALIZE gastric band). Canada, Australia, UK,
and some nascent markets in Latin America were listed as strong performing markets, while large
sales declines were also reported in southern Europe. Poor performance in these European markets
was attributed to their governments’ constrained budgets or reduced reimbursement rates. This was
undoubtedly a tough quarter for the company’s obesity interventions franchise. It is not surprising,
though, that an elective procedure like gastric banding would be negatively affected in the current
global economic crisis. Notably, management provided market size and share data across all of
Allergan’s businesses. The worldwide bariatric surgery market, which they defined as gastric banding
and balloon segments only, was estimated at $380 million, growing at 20-25%. Allergan was reported
to hold approximately 75% of this market share.

•

AstraZeneca — Waiting game for saxagliptin: AstraZeneca discussed 1Q09 financial results in
a call led by CFO Simon Lowth on April 30th. During prepared remarks, management briefly
mentioned the FDA Advisory Committee meeting and NDA submission for saxagliptin (Onglyza), its
DPP-4 inhibitor partnered with Bristol-Myers Squibb. As a reminder, the FDA’s Endocrinologic and
Metabolic Drugs advisory committee determined earlier in April that the data included in the NDA for
Onglyza were sufficient to rule out an unacceptable cardiovascular risk (with a vote of 10 to two).
Despite this, the committee unanimously recommended that post-marketing trials be performed to
verify the drug’s cardiovascular safety profile in a wider population. On April 23, AstraZeneca
reported that the FDA determined that it would need additional time to review the NDA for Onglyza.
The FDA extended the Prescription Drug User Fee Act (PDUFA) date from April 30 to July 30, 2009.
We see no indication that this delay arises from any issue with the drug itself, and suspect that it is
due to limited FDA resources. AstraZeneca and Bristol-Myers Squibb are also jointly developing an
SGLT2 inhibitor called dapagliflozin, although this was not mentioned on the call. We eagerly
anticipate additional clinical results on dapagliflozin to be announced at the ADA Scientific Sessions
in June this year; phase 2 results have suggested that the drug can reduce A1c by 0.9% in people with
well-controlled type 2 diabetes (baseline A1c 7.6-8.0%).

•

Novo Nordisk — Diabetes Care up, positivity for liraglutide in Europe: Novo Nordisk
reported its 1Q09 financial results in a call led by CEO Lars Sørenson on April 30th. In total, Diabetes
Care grew to DKK 9.2 billion ($1.6 billion), up 17% year-on-year (11% operationally), driven primarily
by increased sales of modern insulins, which accounted for the majority of growth in the company.
CSO Mads Krogsgaard Thomsen confirmed that liraglutide has received a positive opinion from the
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CHMP, a European regulatory agency, and that final marketing approval in Europe is expected in the
next few months. Much of the commentary on the call seemed to point to strong interest in
international markets – there will be launches in the UK and Germany in the next fewer months.
Meanwhile, stateside, the company continues to work with the FDA, but it is possible that thyroid
issues will introduce a delay. Management said it expects this delay to be on the order of months, not
years, but it is difficult to say at this point - as they mentioned, there are five scenarios in the US –
outright approval/rejection, class 1 or 2 resubmission, or pre-approval study request. The ability to
resubmit safety data on calcitonin levels (and risk management planning) is the scenario Novo
Nordisk considers likely, which would have a timeline of “months and not years.” During Q&A,
management suggested a GLP-1 class effect on C-cell stimulation in rodents when exposed at similar
concentrations, which we felt was premature commentary as it hasn’t been proven to the extent we
are aware. In Japan, liraglutide approval is expected next year (representing a slight delay), and the
completion of an additional Asian study will enable submission in China as well. On the long-term
trial front, a long-term cardiovascular outcomes study enrolling approximately 9,000 patients will
begin next year, slightly later than planned, and we assume this decision rests on FDA approval. It
sounds like obesity discussions on the pipeline front have been postponed. On the earlier stage
pipeline front, the company announced completion of phase 2 trials of semaglutide, its once-weekly
GLP-1 analog. This compound was reported to show similar efficacy to liraglutide in terms of glucose
lowering.
•

Xoma — Phase 1 enrollment completed for XOMA 052: On April 30th, XOMA announced that
it had completed patient enrolment in the phase 1 clinical development program for XOMA 052.
XOMA 052 is a monoclonal antibody that interacts with the interleukin-1 (IL-1) signaling pathway,
which is involved in the development of type 2 diabetes. Per management, almost 100 patients have
been enrolled in phase 1 trials in both the US and Switzerland. The results to-date have been positive
as XOMA 052 has been well-tolerated across all dose levels and has been shown to lead to reduced
levels of glycosylated hemoglobin, increased insulin production, and decreased levels of C-reactive
protein (CRP). Topline phase 1 data are expected in June 2009; the phase 2 trial is expected to start in
3Q09. Management is actively searching for a development and marketing partner for this candidate.

•

Amylin and Eli Lilly — Plans announced for exenatide once-weekly pen: On April 29,
2009, Amylin and Eli Lilly announced a plan to jointly develop, manufacture, and market an
exenatide once weekly (EOW) pen. The partners are committing $216 million over the next few years
split 40/60 between Amylin and Lilly. We view this as a positive as the current formulation of EOW
used in phase 3 clinical trials requires reconstituting the drug using a vial and syringe. The pen would
enable patients to reconstitute the drug by simply pressing a button to mix the component thus
increasing the ease of delivery and lowering the error rate potentially associated with manual
reconstitution. Despite these positives, the requirement of pressing a button to reconstitute the drug
is still an additional step in the delivery process especially when compared to insulin for example,
which is a single component that is stable at room temperature. As such, we were encouraged by
Amylin’s additional announcement that it will begin phase 1/2 clinical trials of an exenatide once
weekly suspension formulation. The trial started in April per management and initial findings are
expected by the end of 2009. Overall, we view the development of a pen and a suspension formulation
for EOW as a major positive for type 2 diabetes patients.

•

Bayer — Diabetes businesses down in 1Q09: On April 29th, Bayer reported 1Q09 earnings in a
call led by Chairman Werner Wenning. As noted on its earnings call in 4Q08, Bayer’s Diabetes Care
Division has been combined with its medical equipment business, Medrad. Combined Contour and
Breeze revenue in the quarter was 154 million Euros (~$201 million). Sales of the Contour line
declined to 124 million Euros ($162 million), down 3.1% (down 4.6% sans FX), which was largely
attributed to low consumer demand in the US market. Sales of the Breeze line dropped to 30 million
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Euros ($39 million), down 11.4% (16.5% sans FX) albeit from a much lower base than Contour sales.
In the Pharmaceutical segment, Glucobay (acarbose) sales declined slightly to 80 million Euros ($105
million), a 1.2% drop (down 4.1% sans FX) from 1Q08. Management was adamant during Q&A that
Bayer was the fastest growing blood glucose monitoring company and was not losing market share
despite a slump in US revenue this quarter. Elite and Siemens revenue weren’t reported. The two lines
reported represent just under a 5% drop from a year earlier and a ~19% drop from the fourth quarter.
•

Human Genome Sciences — GLP-1 candidate advanced to phase 3 trials: Thomas Watkins,
President and CEO of Human Genome Sciences, led the 1Q09 earnings call on April 29th. Syncria
(albiglutide), the only diabetes drug in Human Genome Sciences’ pipeline, advanced to phase 3
clinical trials this February as announced by partner, GlaxoSmithKline, during a recent earnings call.
As a reminder, Syncria is an analog of GLP-1 attached to human albumin to prolong its biological halflife. It was licensed to GlaxoSmithKline in 2004; Human Genome Sciences continues to lead its
development. For bringing Syncria to phase 3 trials, Human Genome Sciences received a $9 million
milestone payment from GlaxoSmithKline. Watkins noted that development of Syncria could generate
up to $183 million in fees from GlaxoSmithKline, including $33 million that has been received to
date. In addition, commercialization of Syncria is expected to bring Human Genome Sciences singledigit royalties from worldwide sales. No mention was made of toxicity or cardiovascular risk studies
for the drug but we note in Appendix A that as we understand it, cancer toxicity studies cannot be
performed in rats since these rodents will develop an immune reaction to the albumin component of
the drug. GSK management stated that these studies have been performed in primates with no report
of thyroid cancer. We wonder if this means measurements of cancer of the C-cells – as we understand
it, medullary carcinoma isn’t a thyroid cancer; it is a cancer of the c-cells, not of the thyroid tissue per
se.

•

Bristol-Myers Squibb — Confidence in saxagliptin, progress seen for dapagliflozin;
During the BMS 1Q09 call on April 28th, CEO James Cornelius highlighted the favorable FDA
Advisory Committee vote on the company’s DPP-4 inhibitor candidate, saxagliptin (Onglyza),
partnered with AstraZeneca. As a reminder, the committee voted ten to two in favor of the conclusion
that saxagliptin NDA data were sufficient to rule out unacceptable cardiovascular risk compared to
comparators. On April 23, it announced that the FDA had extended the saxagliptin PDUFA date from
April 30 to July 30, 2009 – we are assuming the delay has to do with FDA resources rather than
specific problems with Onglyza. Management reported confidence in the comprehensiveness in the
saxagliptin development program, buttressed by the Advisory Committee’s vote. We look forward to
data on the company’s SGLT-2 inhibitor candidate – also for the treatment of type 2 diabetes and also
partnered with AstraZeneca – anticipated at the ADA meeting in June. This drug has first-in-class
potential and phase 2 data from a recent Diabetes Care study suggested maximal A1c reduction of
0.9% in a fairly well-controlled cohort with a baseline A1c range of 7.6 – 8.0%.

•

Becton Dickinson — Decline in diabetes sales in F2Q09: On April 28th, in a call led by
president Vincent Forlenza, BD’s Diabetes Care franchise reported a slightly negative F2Q09. For the
second fiscal quarter (F2Q09), Diabetes Care sales totaled $184 million, down 1.7% on a reported
basis – up 1.5% sans FX impact. This reflects $97 million in US sales, essentially flat (0.3%), and
international sales of $87 million, down 3.9% - up 2.7% without the negative impact of FX.
Sequentially, total Diabetes Care sales were down 6% on a reported basis – down 5% in the US and
down 7% internationally. We continue to believe this company is well positioned in the diabetes
market given recent trends (including ADA/EASD guidelines) pushing earlier insulin therapy. A
regulatory win in the GLP-1 category in the coming months could go either way for Becton Dickinson.
Though Novo Nordisk will presumably manufacture its own pens for liraglutide (negative for BD), the
entry of another GLP-1 candidate could expand the market (positive for Byetta and by extension BD).
Novo Nordisk’s marketing savvy and its ability to reach primary care providers will also help expand
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the market. Amylin/Lilly also recently announced an agreement to develop a pen for exenatide once
weekly (presumably positive for BD). However, increased use of GLP-1s will likely mean delayed use
of insulin (negative for BD). Likewise, it is unclear whether the potential approval of
BMS/AstraZeneca’s DPP-4 inhibitor candidate saxagliptin (Onglyza) will have a negative (greater
delay before injection therapy), neutral effect (negligible change in volume of oral prescriptions given
Januvia’s market dominance) or positive effect (moving people toward earlier, more aggressive
therapy, which may ultimately push toward insulin therapy sooner) on BD.
•

OSI Pharmaceuticals—Increased DPP-4 inhibitor revenue in 1Q09: OSI Pharmaceuticals
reported 1Q09 revenue in a call led by CEO Dr. Colin Goddard on April 29th. In the first quarter, the
company reported DPP-4 inhibitor royalties of $9 million, representing a 50% increase year-overyear. However, in 2008 the company reported $41 million in DPP-4 related revenues. Merck reported
substantial year-over-year growth for its Januvia franchise in the first quarter of 2009 and relatively
flat sequential Januvia growth in 1Q09. The $9 million for this quarter seems low compared to 4Q
and we aren’t sure why – DPP-4 inhibitor related royalties were $14 million in 4Q08. We wonder if
there were some year-end targets or something like that that elevated the totally royalties during 4Q.
Management reported “good progress” on the company’s diabetes programs. PSN-821, the company’s
GPR119 agonist for type 2 diabetes, has completed a single-dose phase 1 trial and is now progressing
to a 14-day phase 1 trial allowing for an assessment of safety and glucose-lowering efficacy. The
results of this trial may lead to phase 2 studies in early 2010 using a sitaglitpin (Merck’s Januvia)
comparator arm. PSN-602, the company’s oral noradrenaline and serotonin reuptake inhibitor
combined with a serotonin agonist for the treatment of obesity, is now progressing to a 28-day phase
2a study. This study will include a sibutramine (Abbott’s Meridia) comparator. These developments
are consistent with the company’s R&D forecast at the end of 4Q08. Management said they are
focusing on establishing comparative data as soon as possible, which seems smart based on the
current big focus on safety and side effects.

•

Edwards — Plans to launch in-hospital CGM system this year in Europe: CEO Michael
Mussallem led the Edwards LifeSciences 1Q09 earnings call on April 29th. As a reminder, Edwards is
partnered with DexCom in the development of an in-hospital continuous glucose monitoring system
(see Appendix A for most recent data on the system). Mussallem alluded to NICE-SUGAR as
buttressing the need for defining glycemic targets in critically ill patients. He stated that thought
leaders in the field had reinforced the need for accurate and continuous glucose measurement.
Edwards and DexCom plan to launch the product in Europe before the end of 2009. Edwards expects
new product introductions – including the in-hospital CGM system we presume – to improve growth
in its Critical Care franchise, which saw lower hardware sales attributed to restrained capital spending
in US hospitals. Research and development investments were reported to have increased 21.3% to
$39.9 million (12.7% of sales) due to additional spending on both the trans-catheter heart valve and
continuous glucose monitoring programs.

•

Medco — Positivity on health care reform: On April 29th, Medco CEO David Snow presented
the company’s 1Q09 results and an outline of its strategic planning going forward in 2009. While
diabetes was not discussed specifically, there is a great deal of interest from the company and
investors regarding the impact of President Obama’s plans for health care reform. Medco believes that
the administration’s plan for healthcare reform is sound and positive for the company. In particular,
the plan includes funding to “wire” healthcare and to provide insurance for laid-off workers and other
uninsured people. The plan supports the initiation of a biosimilar pathway, and would speed the
development of generic options. Management believes that a government-sponsored health plan
would be neutral to positive for Medco, and might involve the hiring of the private sector to enact the
details of the plan’s administration. It’s interesting to hear Medco’s take on this—it’s unclear how the
President’s plans might affect the course of pharmaceutical companies and patients. At this stage, the
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future of healthcare reform seems far from certain; we will wait for a clearer signal regarding the final
form of legislation after it is debated by Congress.
•

Sanofi-Aventis — Lantus growth continues in 1Q09: On April 29th, Chris Viehbacher, CEO of
Sanofi-Aventis, led the 1Q09 earnings. Lantus had yet another blockbuster quarter with 1Q09 net
sales reaching €747 million ($977 million), up 27% (constant exchange rate) from 1Q08 and up an
impressive 6% from 4Q08. This annual growth rate is impressive given that Lantus grew 31% in 1Q08,
presenting a very challenging comparison. Sanofi is coming closer and closer to achieving $1 billion
per quarter for Lantus sales and it will be very interesting to see how Takeda’s Actos does this quarter
as its sales also well exceeded $900 million in Q4. As a reminder, in 4Q08, management announced a
long-term goal to double sales of Lantus by 2012. Significantly, management said that this quarter’s
performance puts the company on track to achieving this goal. Notable Lantus updates in the quarter
include the company’s announcement in April to manufacture the Lantus SoloSTAR pen in China to
meet the growing demand in the region. Notably, the company announced Apidra sales (which they
don’t usually do of late), which rose a healthy 43% to €31 million ($41 million) in 1Q09. This is now
annualizing at a rate that may be high enough to put it in Sanofi’s top 15 products, which it didn’t
quite make last year. Lantus will be the #1 product for the company in 2009, the company has said. Of
note in the quarter for Apidra was the approval of the Apidra SoloSTAR pen by the FDA for use in the
US – we assume this will help the franchise significantly.

•

Amgen — Plans to release DPP-4 inhibitor data in 2Q09: CFO Robert Bradway gave an
overview of Amgen’s financial results during the 1Q09 earnings call on April 23rd. Adjusted revenue
year-over-year decreased by 8% from $3.6 billion in 1Q08 to $3.3 billion in 1Q09. He attributed this
drop largely to the macroeconomic environment, its effects on consumer spending, and changes to
physician prescription behavior. Amgen’s head of research and development, Dr. Roger Perlmutter,
stated that results from the phase 2 clinical trials of its DPP-4 inhibitor, AMG 222, were on track to be
released in 2Q09.

•

EnteroMedics — Private placement brings extra cash, EMPOWER data expected 2H09:
On April 23rd, EnteroMedics, the company developing a neuroblocking technology called VBLOC,
announced 1Q09 financial results without an accompanying call. VBLOC therapy is a technique aimed
at treating obesity by blocking the nerve signaling in the vagus nerves between the stomach and the
brain. The company reported net loss of $6.7 million in 1Q09, a 15% decline from the $7.8 million loss
in 4Q08, and down 22% from 1Q08. EnteroMedics ended 1Q09 with $35 million in cash reserves, a
34% boost from $26 million in 4Q08, due to the company raising $15 million in a private placement
that closed in February 2009. Overall, cash reserves were down 22% from 1Q08. The company
expects topline results from the EMPOWER clinical trial in 2H09. As a reminder, VBLOC is currently
undergoing clinical testing in the EMPOWER trial taking place in the US and Australia. Completion of
the trial is expected sometime in 2009, and the company plans to proceed with a PMA submission in
late 2009. An interim release in early January reported 17.9% excess weight loss (EWL) in 35 patients
after six months, 28.1% EWL in 17 patients after 12 months, and 37.6% EWL in nine patients after 18
months. Additionally, the company reported an A1c drop of 1.1% in ten diabetes patients from a
baseline A1c of 8.2% after four weeks. We will be eager to see more data from more patients.

•

Novartis — Strong growth of Galvus/Eucreas in 1Q09: On April 23rd, Novartis reported that
1Q09 Galvus/Eucreas revenue came in at $26 million, up 333% from $6 million in 1Q08 and 53%
from $17 million in 4Q08. According to management, this growth was due to the performance of
Galvus in Europe and Latin America where Galvus received approval in early 2008 and late 2007.
Currently, Galvus has been launched in over 30 countries while Eucreas (Galvus and metformin) is
available in over 20 countries. We note that in the press release, the company mentioned investigating
the use of Ilaris (ACZ885 or canakinumab) in type 2 diabetes. Ilaris is an anti-IL1 beta monoclonal
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antibody, which acts by blocking IL-1 beta, a pro-inflammatory cytokine that can lead to impaired
beta cell function, decreased beta cell mass, and amyloid/fibrosis formation. We have written earlier
about our hopes that Novartis would investigate the use of Ilaris in type 2 diabetes, particularly since
there has been increased interest in anti-inflammatory approaches. We also wonder if Novartis will
start investigating the potential use of Gleevec (Imatinib) to treat type 1 diabetes. In November 2008,
researchers at UCSF showed that treatment with Gleevec prevented the onset of diabetes and
extended beyond the seven-week treatment course in non-obese diabetic (NOD) mice. Lastly on the
pipeline, there was no mention of LCQ908, a DGAT1 (diacylglycerol acyltransferase 1) inhibitor that is
currently in proof-of-concept clinical studies, presumably for diabetes.
•

GlaxoSmithKline — 1Q09 results show declining Avandia and flat Alli sales: Avandia
franchise sales continued to significantly decline in 1Q09. Avandia franchise sales (Avandia and
Avandamet) for the quarter were £197 million (USD$284 million), down 19% (constant exchange
rate) from 1Q08 and according to our model about 16% on a reported basis. Sales for the quarter in
the US were £112 million ($161 million), down 18% from 1Q08; in Europe sales were £43 million ($62
million), down 21% from 1Q08; and in the rest of the world sales were £42 million ($61 million),
down 8% from 1Q08. In general, negative news still besets Avandia, and it was downgraded in the
2008 ADA/EASD guidelines, which recommended against using Avandia. If sales and FX were
constant for the rest of the year, sales would still exceed $1.1 billion per year but would be down from
peak sales of $3 billion annually in 2006. In Europe, the company is continuing to launch Alli, the
first time it has launched an over-the-counter medication simultaneously across the region. Alli 1Q09
sales were £32 million ($46 million) up 256% from 1Q08 and up 6.7% sequentially. There has been a
significant drop in Alli sales since its launch in 2Q07 in the US, but management said the past few
quarters have seen an upward trend in sales, which will likely further be helped by the pan-European
launch. An update on the late stage pipeline showed that the company pursuit of two drug
combination approvals for Avandia with a statin (phase 3 in the US and the EU) and Avandamet XR
(extended-release; phase 3 in the US and the EU) were both under review. The other molecules in
phase 3 are Syncria, a once-weekly GLP-1 being developed with Human Genome Sciences, and
otelixizumab, an anti-CD3 monoclonal antibody being developed with Tolerx. Management did not
give an update on its early-stage diabetes pipeline during the call, but looking at the company’s
updated pipeline online, we noted two new phase 1 drug candidates: 1614235, an SGLT-1 inhibitor,
and 1292263, a gastrin-releasing peptide receptor agonist. GSK continues to maintain a strong and
diverse diabetes drug pipeline, including compounds from its purchase of Sirtris in 2008 (184072
(SIRT-501) is a SIRT-1 activator in phase 2, and 2245840 (SRT-2401) is an SIRT-1 activator in phase
1).

•

Merck — Januvia franchise flat, but potential for growth: CEO Dick Clarke led the call on
Merck’s 1Q09 performance on April 21st. During 1Q09, the Januvia franchise continued significant
annual global growth but had relatively flat sequential growth – international sales had the best
showing. Management noted during the call that the Januvia franchise, now over 12 million
prescriptions, is the fastest growing family of products in the oral anti-diabetic medication field.
Overall, the Januvia franchise reached $539 million in sales, up 63% from $330 million in 1Q08 and
up 1% from $533 million from 4Q08. Growth of the Januvia franchise was relatively flat in the US, but
it did continue to grow in outside of US markets. There are significant opportunities for Januvia to
expand into ex-US markets as evidenced by the outside of US sales in 1Q09. 1Q09 was the second
quarter that sales of the Januvia franchise exceeded half a billion dollars in sales; the franchise is now
annualizing at just under $2.2 billion – to reach the low end of the revenue guidance for 2009 of $2.4
- $2.7 billion, an uptick of about $60-70 million per quarter for the rest of the year will be necessary.
We believe prospects for growth in 2009 are very good given the high number of new patients
diagnosed with diabetes – latest numbers we have seen are over 1.5 million per year. We hope to learn
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more on this at a CDC diabetes conference we’ll be attending later this week in Long Beach
(http://www.cdc.gov/diabetes/conferences/index.htm). In the Q&A, a question was raised about the
potential impact of an approval of Onglyza (BMS/AZ’s saxagliptin). Management noted that Januvia
had a longer data set of safety and efficacy, and it did not appear from the published clinical trials that
Onglyza had any significant benefit over Januvia.
•

Takeda — Discontinuation of insulin sensitizer TAK-379: On April 21st, Takeda announced
its decision to discontinue development of TAK-379 for the treatment of diabetes. TAK-379 was an
insulin sensitizer in phase 2 in the US and Europe and in phase 1 in Japan. According to the company,
TAK-379 did not meet the company’s internal criteria to support continuation of further
development. In addition to alogliptin, which has been submitted to regulatory agencies, and on
which the company is awaiting a decision, the company has several other diabetes drugs in
development, including two DPP-4 inhibitors, an insulin secretagogue, an alpha-glucosidase
inhibitor, and a neurotrophic factor production accelerator.

•

Eli Lilly — Strong growth in US and strong development pipeline: Chairman and CEO John
Lechleiter led the 1Q09 Eli Lilly earnings call on April 20th, which saw continuing growth of Humalog
and Humulin in the US but slight drops internationally. For 1Q09, worldwide Humalog sales were
$451 million, up 11% from $407 million in 1Q08 but down 1.6% from $458 million in 4Q08. US sales
rose to $286 million, up 20%, and international sales were $164 million, down 3%. Worldwide
Humalog sales declined slightly sequentially in 1Q09 from $458 million in 4Q08. Humulin sales
declined, dropping ~7% from 1Q08. In 1Q09, Lilly continued to see an increase in its collaboration
revenue from sales of Byetta. The company recognized total revenue of ~$98 million for Byetta, up
18%, consisting of $70.2 million in collaboration revenue and $27.3 million in product sales – the
global revenue was up from just under $24 million in 4Q08. Lilly also reported $40.0 million in
collaboration revenue for Actos (Takeda’s pioglitazone). Lastly the company recognized a charge of
$145.7 million for the 1Q08 termination of the AIR (inhaled) insulin program, formerly partnered
with Alkermes. On the pipeline front, one new chemical entity for the treatment of diabetes and one
new biological entity for the treatment of obesity were moved into phase 2. According to our pipeline,
the diabetes drug candidate is LY240902, and phase 2 was started in March. Further details about the
drug are not available besides the fact that it is an oral tablet taken once a day. We speculate that the
drug may be a DPP-4 inhibitor, a TZD, or a SPPARM. No further details were given about the obesity
drug candidate. Dr. Robert Armstrong, VP of Global External R&D, pointed out that potential
launches for 2012-2015 included teplizumab and a GLP-1 analog.

•

Sanofi-Aventis — At annual meeting, goal to double Lantus revenue by 2012: During the
annual Combined General Meeting on April 17th, CEO Christopher Viehbacher and other members of
senior management gave a high-level overview of the Sanofi-Aventis’ position at the end of 2008.
Much of the discussion was centered on the effect of the current economic crisis. The company
outlined a “transformation program” for its businesses, consisting of a greater focus on R&D, more
concern with preparing the company to meet future challenges, and the pursuit of external growth
opportunities. We don’t know if the company’s transformation program having a huge impact on its
diabetes business and development program, but it’s too early to say for sure—we wouldn’t be
surprised to see some early-stage research candidates cut from development. The economic crunch
seems to be putting stress on much of the company’s business, but Lantus still did extraordinarily well
in FY2008 — it posted sales of €2.45 billion ($3.6 billion USD) and a growth rate of 28%.
Management plans to double (double!) Lantus sales by 2012. The company continues to focus on
emerging markets as a major opportunity and strength for the company. Notably, management
downplayed the impact of US health care reform on future overall revenue, saying that the impact of
any potential sales decreases due to cost-cutting programs has already been factored into the
company’s projections. We note that while Sanofi is not as heavily invested in the US market as it is in
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Europe, 60% of its Lantus business is US-based. On a side note, there was a great deal of discussion
regarding the salaries of Sanofi’s top executives—a very visible mark of the current economic
environment.
•

Roche — Joining forces with Novo Nordisk in developing countries: On April 15th, Roche
announced that it will join Novo Nordisk and the World Diabetes Foundation (WDF) in the
“Changing Diabetes for Children” program, which will provide support for children with type 1
diabetes in developing countries. The program is beginning in Tanzania, Uganda, Cameroon, GuineaConakry and the Democratic Republic of Congo. In particular, Roche will aid efforts to develop a
“structured diabetes care model” and donate glucose monitoring supplies. The eventual goals of the
program are two-fold: both the provision of care to children with type 1 diabetes until they reach 18,
and the creation of infrastructure to better care for people with diabetes in general. We understand
that the state of diabetes care in many developing countries is poor to non-existent, particularly in
rural areas, and many children with diabetes do not have access to insulin or well-trained medical
professionals. We applaud this effort by Novo Nordisk, Roche, and the WDF to reduce global
inequities in health care.

•

Private Company Roundup:
•

VeroScience — FDA approves Cycloset for type 2 diabetes: On May 5th, VeroScience
announced that the FDA has approved Cycloset, the company’s proprietary quick-release
formulation of bromocriptine (a dopamine D2 receptor agonist) for the treatment of type 2
diabetes. Notably, the drug took more than ten years from FDA submission to approval (there was
an approvable letter in 1999). The drug is a first-in-class treatment for diabetes, and its
mechanism of action is not entirely clear but is thought to involve centrally regulated changes in
metabolism. In a 3,070-participant phase 3 trial of Cycloset used as monotherapy or an adjunct to
one of two anti-diabetes agents, including insulin, that was presented as a late-breaker at ADA
2007, the pre-specified subset of patients who received metformin plus a sulfonylurea at baseline
and completed the trial had an improvement in A1c of approximately 0.5% from a mean baseline
of 8.3%. This is a relatively modest benefit in our view, particularly given that this is a “completer
analysis” (thereby excluding the results of any patient who withdrew from the trial) but not
necessarily dissimilar to a range of other therapies. The rate of serious adverse events was similar
between Cycloset and placebo. On a positive note, the drug is weight-neutral. On the
cardioprotection front, Cycloset was associated with favorable changes in cardiovascular markers
and decreased incidence of cardiovascular adverse events in its large (n= 3,070) phase 3 trial that
was designed to assess safety over 52 weeks. Notably, Cycloset is the first diabetes therapy to
receive FDA approval since the agency updated its guidelines requiring a more thorough
evaluation of cardiovascular risk.
In our view, we think it’s a positive for patients that this drug was approved and as noted, we are
curious how it might be used in combination therapy. However, we think VeroScience does face
challenges with commercializing Cycloset. Patient and physician education will likely be
challenging given the new mechanism of action of Cycloset and the lack of a clear mechanistic
understanding of the drug’s metabolic effects. Tolerability of Cycloset could further limit
marketing. In theory generic availability of bromocriptine could limit pricing, however Cycloset is
much more rapid acting than the bromocriptine formulations that are in current use for nondiabetes applications, and therefore we don’t see this as a major risk. Overall, with the FDA
approval of bromocriptine for type 2 diabetes, the regulatory hurdle has been overcome and this
may open the doorway to future centrally acting regulators of metabolism. The drug may well be
cardioprotective and we hope more study is ultimately done on this front.
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VeroScience and S2 Therapeutics are working on finding a partner for commercialization; former
partner J&J dropped the partnership in the late 1990s after the FDA declined to approve the drug
(the drug was called Ergoset then). We assume it could be some time before this product is
commercially available; most likely would be a partnership with a company that had a drug that
could combine well with Cycloset.
— by Kaku Armah, Jen Lesser, Brendan Milliner, Melissa Tjota, Nick Wilkie, and Kelly Close

4. DCU Interview with Dr. Harold Lebovitz
We recently had the privilege of speaking with Dr. Harold Lebovitz regarding the program schedule for
the upcoming ADA conference in New Orleans. Dr. Harold Lebovitz is Professor of Medicine at the State
University of New York Health Science Center at Brooklyn. Along with his commitment to the American
Diabetes Association, Dr. Lebovitz has also serves on review committees for the National Institutes of
Health and the Veterans Administration. In our interview, Dr. Harold Lebovitz discussed how the ADA
staff compile and prioritize session topics. Along with results from studies such as RECORD and BARI 2D,
he also expressed focus on areas of great interest and controversy, including talks on incretins and
analysis of results from the NICE-SUGAR study. Overall, Dr. Lebovitz stated that ADA is not just a review,
but also a vehicle for bringing the latest cutting-edge studies and theories to the diabetes community.

2009 ADA CONFERENCE
KELLY CLOSE: Hi, Dr. Lebovitz. Thank you so much for making time to speak to us before the ADA!
We are really excited about this year’s meeting. Our questions are divided into ADA 2009 related
questions and then we have a few questions about pre-diabetes, new diabetes therapies—the kind of
glucose-centric, if you will, view of diabetes and evidence-based medicine. So maybe first we could start
by talking about ADA. As you know, so many doctors and educators and manufacturers and writers and
researchers just thought ADA last year was incredible. You had so much praise for the program that you
and your committee put together. We wondered if you could talk about this year’s program. What
different themes have come up, how has the planning been different, anything that you could talk about
broadly as you’ve set about putting this meeting together?
DR. HAROLD LEBOVITZ: In terms of putting the meeting together, our committee reviews all the new
and exciting things which have happened during the course of the year. We evaluate both the basic science
and the clinical advances and pick out those areas that we think are most exciting. We then sit and talk
with the ADA staff, including Richard Kahn and Linda Cann, and amongst us, we try to figure out what
new and exciting things are likely to be available.
So we tried to figure out what new and exciting trials would be appropriate for presentation at the ADA.
We knew that the RECORD and the BARI2D study were going to be finished. Following that, we arranged
for two principal investigators from those groups, to present.
We also talked with the people from ACCORD and the VA because, as you know, their analyses were done
just a week or two before last years meeting. And so, we asked them if they had some further analyses and
significant results that they think would be worth sharing with the diabetes community. Both ACCORD
and VA will provide updates of their data at the meeting.
We tried to look beyond the clinical trials to other areas of great interest and controversy. Additionally, we
always liked to have the newer things that are happening in the areas of glucose control therapies, which
are at the cutting edge. We wanted to find out if there were new things occurring with thiazolidinediones
and so we added a session on how to deal with the clinical problems and complications associated with
TZDs. Also, we wanted to tackle contemporary issues like what to do when oral agents are failing, because
we now have the option of using either a GLP-1 receptor agonist or insulin. So we have a clinical session
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on that topic to discuss new information that would be helpful to clinicians. We also like to discuss topics
with a great deal of controversy. For example, the NICE-SUGAR study came out after we had planned the
program and so I talked with the ADA staff and we agreed that this is an area where we need to air out the
issues. We were able to add the NICE-SUGAR analyses and a critique and at the same time introduce the
AACE-ADA consensus into a previously empty clinical discussion session. So basically, that’s the way we
put the program together.
It’s a matter of knowing what’s happening and being in contact with people and trying to sort out what
topics are really good for the diabetes community, from straight clinicians to clinical investigators to
people doing basic science, to know about. That’s the way we do it.
KELLY: Is there any concern that there is too much information? Or that there won’t be as much exciting
information compared to last year’s supremely exciting meeting?
DR. LEBOVITZ: No, no. There were no worries at all. We took what is happening and we put the best
program together we could. I think it’s going to be almost equal to last year’s. There are some very exciting
things to be presented.
KELLY: Okay. Roughly speaking, could you tell us how many abstracts were submitted?
DR. LEBOVITZ: Well, you see, I don’t keep track. I can tell you it was in the thousands.
KELLY: Wow and we have thousands to chose from to go see! I heard it was a very competitive year,
especially in Late Breakers. Thinking about it, if you had to choose just a handful of talks that you could go
to, which would they be?
DR. LEBOVITZ: Well, you see, that’s really a question that is very difficult to answer. There are many,
many tremendously important and exciting talks. Certainly, there’s no question we want to know the
results of the BARI 2D. We would also want to know the results of the RECORD study because of all the
controversy that Nissen created. We have wonderful speakers coming in to analyze the NICE-SUGAR
debate and that will be really worthwhile. Then with the incretins, we’ve tried to not only have discussions
on the newer incretins but also some of the interesting issues, including a speaker from Miami who’ll be
talking about exenatide and its use in islet cell transplantation. Another speaker, Dana Anderson, is going
to talk about newer studies in cardiovascular. So we try to really bring the newer things. That’s the
difference between the ADA and most of the other meetings. We’re not just a review. We are really
primarily a vehicle for bringing the latest cutting-edge things to the diabetes community.
KAKU ARMAH: And could you say what you personally think the biggest research breakthrough has
been since the last ADA?
DR. LEBOVITZ: I can’t give you just one. The thing that is most evident to me is that we’re learning
more and more about diabetes, we’re learning how complex it is and how the issues are really not as clear
as we thought they were and that we really need to have a great deal more information. For example,
when does diabetes really start? Maybe pre-diabetes is already diabetes?
We begin to move back some of our ideas about when we should treat and how we should treat. I think
there’s a whole session on newer drugs. And so again, we don’t know which of the newer drugs are going
to make it through the FDA but we put those that we think are most likely on the program. And then there
are the abstracts with a lot of very interesting, very early agents and we don’t know how many will make it
through to the clinical arena but we certainly wanted to present all these things to the diabetes
community. So I think you have to look at this meeting as a major source of information about what is
happening through all aspects of diabetes. There are some very good sessions on patterns of clinical care
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and how it makes a difference in how you deliver clinical care. There are sessions on economics. So there
is something there for everybody who’s has a real interest in a particular aspect.
KELLY: There certainly is more concern this year about challenges in diabetes and obesity – two at the
top of everyone’s minds are the regulatory environment and the economy. Can you speak to these and give
us your own thoughts?
DR. LEBOVITZ: Well, I think it is clear that with the change in the administration and the major
emphasis on health care reform, it clearly was going to foster a great deal more interest because this is an
administration that is going to favor change in the area where the previous administration didn’t. And so,
it’s whetted a lot of people’s appetites.
KAKU: Yes it has, that is for sure. Last year, as you indicated, there was a huge focus on incretin therapy
and that has been growing and growing. Do you think that that will have an equal focus this year or are
there other classes that are having later stage data that you’re particularly interested to see?
DR. LEBOVITZ: Well, I think the incretins are still very new and their use is going to grow remarkably
and there will be new and better incretins coming along the way, which will give you better effects on
glucose control, weight loss and maybe even cardiovascular risk factor control. These are agents with
much longer duration of action, so there are a number of preparations that will be given once a week or
once every two weeks. There are some agents that people are working on that may be given once every
several months. I think there is a huge amount of interest in this because of the difference between Byetta
and exenatide LAR in terms of effectiveness. Clearly, a 24-hour continuous administration of a very
potent agent can give you really great effects. Now, there are discussions on new classes including SGLT2
inhibitors. We also have a couple of sessions on type 1 diabetes, talking about some of the approaches that
are being used to try to develop agents that will modify the course of type 1 diabetes.
So there’s not one area that’s more exciting than others. It depends what you’re interested in. And it will
be as difficult this year as last year to decide where you want to go.
KELLY: Interesting. Do you think there is a greater focus on weight loss through drugs as well as maybe
more focus on bariatric surgeries? And really now this is transforming before our eyes, into metabolic
surgery!
DR. LEBOVITZ: The answer is yes. We have two symposia on obesity, one on bariatric surgery, one
session on the treatment of obesity in which we’ll discuss both the newer pharmacologic treatments as
well as bariatric surgery, and then we have a whole session on bariatric surgery as a treatment modality
for diabetes rather than for obesity. So obviously that’s true.
KELLY: Yes, we were interested to know what you thought about that. I am sure you must have listened
to Dr. Rubino’s lively session at AACE.
DR. LEBOVITZ: Yes, I did. And he and I have debated the issue relative to metabolic surgery for
diabetes on several occasions. He is an excellent surgeon and investigator and is contributing significantly
to this area...There will be great increases in our understanding of the role of surgery in the treatment of
diabetes in the next several years.
KELLY: I am SO sad that I missed those debates! Our readers would be so interested I’m sure.
KAKU: Would you be so kind as to recap the recent debate that you had for us? Which side did you take?
DR. LEBOVITZ: There is no question that bariatric surgery causes improvements in diabetes, some
types more so than others. The interesting things are the mechanism of the improvement because it’s not
just weight loss, and the issue of which patients are appropriate candidates. Clearly, morbidly obese
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people are good candidates for bariatric surgery. But if you take your average obese type 2 diabetic, you
have to decide which of those are candidates for metabolic surgery, as Francisco would like to call it, and
which are patients we should just treat via regular drug treatments. And so, the issues here are what kind
of long-term data is there in terms of improvements, what kind of long-term data is there in terms of side
effects. We still have to sort all of these out. Those are the issues and a lot of those will come out in the
symposium.
NICK WILKIE: Dr. Lebovitz, to what extent do you think bariatric surgery can be used as a treatment
for diabetes in the future?
DR. LEBOVITZ: That we don’t know until we get some better data. In other words, what you have to do
is determine the long-term benefits and side effects beyond the outcomes from one or two years. And
when we have that data, we will be in a better position to make judgments. Right now, it would seem to
me that patients who cannot be controlled by ordinary pharmacologic and lifestyle intervention would be
candidates for metabolic surgery. Also, as Dr. Rubino says, we’re going to change the name of the surgery
to metabolic surgery because it’s really directed at improving diabetes--the weight loss may be an
additional benefit rather than the primary goal. Rubino is going to talk in another symposium. He’s going
to talk about bariatric surgery but he’ll probably not just emphasize diabetes.
KELLY: It’s very interesting to us that this has brought to the fore the notion of diabetes remission.
We’re very intrigued to learn more this ADA. Do you think that there are a lot of interesting posters on
bariatric surgery/metabolic surgery as well?
DR. LEBOVITZ: There are clearly many exciting posters for the clinical aspect. And there are some
excellent oral sessions.
KELLY: You’ve already mentioned some of the controversies that are really circling around diabetes and
obesity right now - you mentioned the inpatient management, you’ve mentioned bariatric/metabolic
surgery. Could you talk about what you think are the biggest controversies in diabetes in addition to these
that will be addressed this year at the ADA?
DR. LEBOVITZ: Well, I think this relationship of glycemic control and cardiovascular complications; we
don’t have a clear picture yet. We have some idea but hopefully we will get some better information from
RECORD and BARI 2D. I think that we are interested in putting aside this issue about rosiglitazone if it
really is not a real issue, and so we have to see the RECORD data. But they also had a rosiglitazone arm in
BARI 2D, so we’ll have two really specific cardiovascular studies looking at rosiglitazone.
KELLY: Right. It sounds like it’s going to be a really big meeting for Avandia.
DR. LEBOVITZ: And then there’s going to be a lot of concern about hypoglycemia. I think there is now
increasing concern that intensive insulin therapy may not be as beneficial for type 2 patients as was
previously thought. The issue is that people on intensive insulin seem to have a higher mortality rate and
it’s not necessarily when they have their hypoglycemia. So we don’t know.
KAKU: You were quite vocal at AACE on the interpretation of evidence-based medicine. It would be great
for our readers to hear your thoughts on this, Dr. Lebovitz.
DR. LEBOVITZ: Evidence-based medicine is very good but you have to examine the evidence. For
example, when a study is done, you have a specific population that is picked and therefore, your results
apply to that population and not to any other population. So if you exclude everybody with cardiovascular
disease from your entry group, then you can’t really say anything about what happens to people who have
cardiovascular disease. Or if your study is done and the bulk of the people are recruited who have had
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diabetes for 10 years or 15 years, then you really can’t say that what you found applies to people who have
new onset diabetics.
So the first problem is that the evidence doesn’t apply. People have tried to conduct studies and
extrapolate the results to the entire population and that’s not right. The second thing is that there are
some things that you can’t do studies for. There’s just not enough of an event rate or there are not enough
potential patients. The study may take 10 years, may involve 20,000 people and may just not be feasible.
So there are times when you have to base your judgment on the evidence that is available in terms of good
clinical trials, some basic science data.
You know, the evidence-base people never show you anything based on basic science. We spend billions of
dollars a year on basic science. And it has developed our thoughts, so why shouldn’t some of the basic
science observations carry some weight when you interpret clinical data? Clinical experience is useful but
it doesn’t provide answers unless you collect the data in a systematic way. I’m very negative on metaanalysis. I think most of the meta-analysis data is really not appropriate. You can say, oh, we can
statistically compensate for all of this. Can you really? How do we know that? So you have a study and
they use people with pre-diabetes; the next study, they use people who are in a cardiovascular trial; the
third study, they use people who had diabetes. How can you put those together in a meta-analysis? It’s not
that I’m against it completely but people have used meta-analysis to justify certain things that are not real.
KELLY: We heard many calls to treat pre-diabetes at AACE. Will we see this at ADA as well?
DR. LEBOVITZ: I don’t think so. I think that the AACE had a recent consensus conference on prediabetes and I think that’s triggered a lot of their discussion. I think the problem is that we don’t have
good data to know how to treat pre-diabetes and we don’t have results from long-term follow-ups.
KELLY: Yes. We’re talking about a population that’s hard to study.
DR. LEBOVITZ: Right. Besides changing the diagnosis of diabetes, you have to know if you are changing
the clinical outcomes. And there are many issues to be addressed. On the other hand, if we find that we
have treatments that have very little or no side effects and really do prevent or delay the development of
hyperglycemia, then we’re doing well. But we have a few years to go.
KELLY: Dr. Lebovitz, thank you so extraordinarily much. This has been fantastic learning for us – our
enormous appreciation to you.
— by Kaku Armah and Nick Wilkie and Kelly Close

5. In the News: Sonia Sotomayor, Type 1 Diabetic, US Supreme Court
Nominee Extraordinaire
On May 26, President Obama announced that he will nominate Judge Sonia Sotomayor to the US
Supreme Court to replace Justice David Souter, who recently announced his retirement. Sonia
Sotomayor would not only be the first Latina on the Supreme Court, she would also be the first US
Supreme Court Justice with type 1 diabetes. Sotomayor was diagnosed at age eight with type 1 diabetes.
In his speech announcing her nomination, President Obama mentioned that when Judge Sotomayor
was diagnosed, she was told she could never be a detective because of her condition.
In a statement following the nomination, Dr. R. Paul Robertson, president of the American Diabetes
Association, said that in recent days, there were a few media reports suggesting that Judge Sotomayor
should not be considered for this position because she has type 1 diabetes. He said the advancements in
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type 1 diabetes management have been quite remarkable over the last two decades and patients’ ability
to successfully treat and manage their disease has been proven. He concluded, “People with diabetes can
function and live a long and healthy life." We personally would go so far as to say with the right
education and resources, people with diabetes can actually live healthier lives than they otherwise
would because they are more aware of what they need to do and they may be even more motivated. One
of our favorite sayings of the renowned Dr. Bill Polonsky of the Behavioral Diabetes Institute in San
Diego is: “well- controlled diabetes is the leading cause of nothing” – this has certainly been shown with
Judge Sotomayor.
A Supreme Court Justice with diabetes should also help raise diabetes awareness - both type 1 and type
2. In addition we expect it to be very important in waylaying many of the common misconceptions that
the public has about type 1 diabetes. Also, for the 15,000 children diagnosed with type 1 diabetes each
year in the US alone (and their parents), Sonia Sotomayor will be yet another example of someone who
is living a very full and complete life.
— by Jen Lesser and Kelly Close

6. Conference Pearls: International Congress on Pre-diabetes and the
Metabolic Syndrome
April 1-6, 2009 • Nice, France • www2.kenes.com/Prediabetes/pages/home.aspx
The International Congress on Pre-diabetes and Metabolic Syndrome was a thorough discussion of
what seemed like virtually all aspects of pre-diabetes care and controversies in the field. The conference
focused on incretin therapies, novel pharmacotherapy, A1c and diabetes diagnostics,
pivotal/epidemiological trials, and general obesity. Five full jam-packed days hearing from an
extraordinary faculty – and Nice! – it doesn’t get better.
Incretin therapies
•

It is known that GLP-1 modulates growth in beta cells, and proliferates thyroid ccells. For this reason, there is the suspicion that GLP-1 may cause cancer. In this talk, Avraham
Karasik, MD (Chaim Sheba Medical Center, Tel Hashomer, Israel) strongly made the opposite
case – that there was no carcinogenic effect of GLP-1 analogs, and furthermore that it can prevent
and diminish breast cancer. It was clear from the tone of the audience that none of the experts
present felt that the FDA Advisory Committee was acting from a well-informed perspective. It is a
shame that more of these GLP-1 experts didn’t testify in Washington.

Novel pharmacotherapy
•

Joseph Grimsby, MD, PhD (Hoffmann La Roche, Nutley, NJ) reviewed current
research developments on glucokinase activators (GKAs) that work by increasing
the sensitivity of the glucokinase enzyme, which acts as a molecular sensor of
glucose levels in liver cells and pancreatic beta cells. Overall, they lower the glucose
threshold for glucose-stimulated insulin release. There is a great deal of interest in this field, and
Dr. Grimsby showed a slide indicating companies that had patents for GKAs: Eli Lilly, Novartis,
Takeda, Banyu/Merck, Astellas, Sanofi-Aventis, BMS, AZ, Array Biopharma, Roche, Novo
Nordisk, and OSI Pharmaceuticals.

•

Alexei Kharitonenkov, MD, PhD (Lilly Research Laboratories, Division of Eli Lilly,
Indianapolis, IN) discussed how fibroblast growth factor 21 (FGF-21) could be a new
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approach for treating type 2 diabetes. FGF-21 is a circulating growth factor that has
endocrine functions in energy homeostasis. It is mainly expressed in hepatocytes in the liver but
is also found in the pancreas and thymus. Preclinical pharmacology studies have shown that in
mice, serum levels of FGF-21 are affected by fasting and re-feeding (rises during fasting). Notably,
there was no evidence of hypoglycemia in diabetic/healthy mice at “super pharmacological”
doses. FGF-21 also stimulated insulin content and glucose-dependent insulin secretion in db/db
mouse islets, enhanced beta-cell survival, and preserved beta cell mass and functionality
following eight-weeks of treatment of db/db mice. This treatment approach would likely be most
effective in type 2 diabetes or in the early stages of type 1 diabetes because in order for FGF-21 to
work, the pancreas or at least the beta cells in the islets must be present.
A1c and diabetes diagnostics
•

The key thing we heard about in the talk from David Nathan, MD (Massachusetts
General Hospital and Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA) was that the 2008-2009
Expert Committee is currently completing its work defining the role of A1c in the
diagnosis of diabetes and subdiabetic risk states. The results are likely to change
diagnostic methods from glucose-based to A1c-based. Dr. Nathan feels that reporting the index of
chronic glycemia as A1c and in the same units as daily monitoring makes intuitive sense and can
be performed with the values obtained from the ADAG study. The ADAG (A1c Derived Average
Glucose) study showed a tight correlation between average glucose (mmol/l) with A1c and
resulted in a regression equation that could be used to translate between the two measures.

•

Edward Horton, MD (Joslin Diabetes Center, Boston, MA) reviewed the current
ADA definitions of IFG, IGT, and diabetes based on either fasting plasma glucose
levels or two-hour post-load glucose levels. In order to establish the original cut-points,
the committee looked at the level of FPG, 2-hour post-prandial glucose, and A1c beyond which the
risk of developing complications started to increase. These cut-points were established with
regards to developing retinopathy and microangiopathy and did not actually take into account
cardiovascular disease risk. According to Dr. Horton, the latest results from the Framingham
Offspring Study will demonstrate that there was a marked increased risk in developing CVD and
diabetes for individuals with IFG. Another study showed a marked increased risk of converting
for diabetes with individuals who had IGF and IGT and the metabolic syndrome. Requiring
metabolic syndrome as part of the definition of pre-diabetes could be of value in identifying
individuals at very high risk of developing diabetes. He feels that both pre-diabetes and the
metabolic syndrome should be treated to reduce the risk of developing diabetes.

Pivotal/Epidemiological trials
•

Hertzel C. Gerstein MD, MSc, FRCPC (McMaster University and Hamilton Health
Sciences, Ontario, Canada) discussed the controversial ACCORD, ADVANCE and
VADT trials. Trials such as the UKPDS have shown that intensive therapy reduces the risk of
cardiovascular disease in newly diagnosed patients. In advanced type 2 diabetes, no benefits of
intensive glucose therapy have (yet) been reported, and one trial reported increased mortality risk
(ACCORD). Dr. Gerstein emphasized that obtaining a reduction in cardiovascular events through
glucose control may work only on those in the early stages of the disease, and may also depend on
how glucose control is attained. It may take some time to show beneficial results of intensive
control and harm may occur before benefits are revealed. Dr. Gerstein concluded, “I don’t think
the story is going to be clear for another three or four years.”

•

The CANOE (Canadian Normoglycemia Outcomes Evaluation) trial, of which
Bernard Zinman, MD (University of Toronto, Toronto, Ontario) is one of the
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principal investigators, is the first study to look at whether or not the use of low
dose combination therapy may provide robust diabetes prevention with less adverse
outcomes. The objectives of the study are two fold: 1) to determine if combination therapy of
rosiglitazone and metformin prevent the development of type 2 diabetes in individuals at high
risk and 2) to determine if combination therapy of rosiglitazone and metformin will improve
cardiovascular risk factors in individuals with IGT. The last study patient visit will be in December
2009, and the hope is to present the results at ADA 2010.
Obesity
•

Matthias Blüher, MD (University of Leipzig, Leipzig, Germany) discussed the
“healthy obese phenotype” in which individuals have preserved insulin sensitivity,
normal visceral fat mass, and potential relative increase in subcutaneous fat mass.
He believes that adipose tissue dysfunction links obesity to the high risk of obesity-related
comorbidities. The factors involved in this effect include adipokines, cytokines, hypofibrinolytic
factors, and oxidative stress.

•

Antonio E. Pontiroli, MD (Università degli Studi di Milano, Milan, Italy) focused on
how bariatric surgery can both prevent and ‘cure’ type 2 diabetes. It is the only option
for obtaining full disease remission in type 2 diabetes, and the presenter believes that all patients
with type 2 should be informed and given access to it. Of course, there are significant risks (0-2%
mortality, 5-25% complication rates). The remission rate of diabetes depends on the technique
used. The popular gastric band is not as successful or as fast in reducing hyperglycemia since it
does not as strongly influence the production of gut hormones. However, it is an easier and more
accessible procedure.

Corporate sponsored symposia
•

Jens Holst, MD (University of Copenhagen, Copenhagen, Denmark) began the Novo
Nordisk Sponsored symposium with a discussion of the benefits of GLP-1 therapy. He was
followed by Allan E. Karlsen, PhD (Novo Nordisk, Copenhagen, Denmark), who spoke
about the benefits of treating with GLP-1 (liraglutide), particularly in its effects on
beta cell mass. Dr. Karlsen discussed diabetes reversal with bariatric surgery and tied the
increased levels of post-prandial GLP-1 levels following surgery with potential restoration of betacell mass with GLP-1 administration. In view of the FDA guidance on cardiovascular risk
assessment, we were particularly interested to hear Daniel Drucker, MD (University
of Toronto, Toronto, ON) and his take on GLP-1 analogs and their cardioprotective
effects. His presentation described potential mechanism by which these analogs exert these
effects.

•

We learned from a Novo Nordisk representative that the company is currently
conducting a study to support the use of liraglutide with insulin.

•

Ralph DeFronzo, MD (University of Texas, San Antonio, TX) opened the Takeda
symposium with a discussion of drugs that preserved beta-cell function. He emphasized the need
to intervene aggressively and early in order to prevent the further decline of beta-cell function and
pointed to the TZDs and GLP-1 analogs as potential medications to address this issue. Jochen
Seufert, MD (University of Freiburg, Freiburg, Germany) discussed various combination
therapies and mentioned that his favorite one was a thiazolidinedione with either a GLP-1 analog
or DPP-4 inhibitor. John Betteridge, MD (University College, London, UK) gave a
focused lecture on dyslipidemia and encouraged intensive therapy to decrease LDL cholesterol,
decrease triglycerides, and increase HDL cholesterol. Lastly, John Kastelein, MD, PhD
(Academic Medical Center, Amsterdam, the Netherlands) reviewed the two surrogate
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markers considered by the FDA and EMEA: carotid intima media thickness (CIMT) and
Intravascular ultrasound (IVUS).
•

The Bayer Schering Pharma Symposium focused on acarbose, the “only approved
OAD for treating prediabetes.” Jean-Louis Chiasson, MD (University of Montreal,
Quebec, Canada) characterized the safety of acarbose as the reason why it was one
of the very few drug candidates for treatment of pre-diabetes. In this symposium, we
heard a lot of evidence that intervening with acarbose can lower the risk of diabetes. Nevertheless,
when the audience was asked if they would treat prediabetes with acarbose or metformin, the
majority (55%) chose metformin. Rury Holman, MD (University of Oxford Diabetes
Trials Unit, Oxford, UK) provided the update from the ACE trial, which has now
enrolled its first patient. ACE is a study of the impact of acarbose on hard cardiovascular
endpoint for prediabetes patients with established cardiovascular disease. It’s a big trial of 7,500
patients, taking place in China – the results will be available in 2014. Hertzel C Gerstein, MD,
MSc, FRCPC (McMaster University, Hamilton, ON, Canada) gave a one hour
presentation, scheduled for ten minutes, that took twenty – and left everyone
confused. This was not Dr. Gerstein’s fault, though, because he was given the task of making
sense of all the clinical trials (and their mixed messages and unanticipated results) on glucose
lowering and cardiovascular outcomes. She jovially concluded, “We understood things a lot
better, when there was less data.”
— by Kaku Armah, John Close, and Melissa Tjota

7. Literature Review: American Association Of Clinical Endocrinologists
and American Diabetes Association Consensus Statement On Inpatient
Glycemic Control – Endocrine Practice and Diabetes Care
Etie S. Moghissi, MD, FACP, FACE, Mary T. Korytkowski, MD, Monica DiNardo, MSN,
CRNP, CDE, Daniel Einhorn, MD, FACP, FACE, Richard Hellman, MD, FACP, FACE5; Irl B.
Hirsch, MD, Silvio E. Inzucchi, MD, Faramarz Ismail-Beigi, MD, PhD; M. Sue Kirkman,
MD, Guillermo E. Umpierrez, MD, FACP, FACE; Endocrine Practice and Diabetes Care,
May 2009.
The American Association of Clinical Endocrinologists (AACE) and the American Diabetes Association
(ADA) published a consensus statement on in-patient glycemic control in the May issue of Endocrine
Practice and concurrently in Diabetes Care. To get directly to the point, the two associations
recommended glycemic targets of 140-180 mg/dl (7.8 – 10.0 mmol/l) in most critically ill patients. For
the majority of non-critically ill patients, they recommended targeting pre-meal blood glucose under
140 mg/dl (<7.8 mmol/l) as well as random blood glucose below 180 mg/dl (10.0 mmol/l). In the latter
group, there is noticeably more leeway for healthcare providers to determine appropriate targets –
more stringent in stable patients who were previously well controlled; less so in terminally ill patients
or those with severe comorbidities. Another noticeable distinction is the use of intravenous insulin
versus subcutaneous insulin in the critically ill versus non-critically ill populations respectively.
The consensus statement is not positive on the use of currently available continuous interstitial fluid
glucose measurement or glucose measurement using indwelling lines. Encouragingly, however, it does
note the importance of further study to define a role of continuous monitoring technologies in critically
ill patients.
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•

AACE and ADA announced recommendations for in-patient glycemic control: 140 –
180 mg/dl in critically ill patients and under 140 mg/dl (pre-meal) or under 180
mg/dl (random) for non-critically ill patients. In this report, hyperglycemia is defined as
any blood glucose level over 140 mg/dl, hypoglycemia is defined as blood glucose below 70 mg/dl,
while severe hypoglycemia is less than 40 mg/dl. The authors acknowledge that this is below the
level at which cognitive impairment begins in healthy people (<50 mg/dl).

•

The consensus panel addressed eight questions in order to come up with these
recommendations. They were:
1.

Does improving glycemic control improve clinical outcomes for inpatients with
hyperglycemia?

2. What glycemic targets can be recommended in different patient populations?
3. What treatment options are available for achieving optimal glycemic targets safely and
effectively in specific clinical situations?
4. Does inpatient management of hyperglycemia represent a safety concern?
5.

What systems need to be in place to achieve these recommendations?

6. Is treatment of inpatient hyperglycemia cost-effective?
7.

What are the optimal strategies for transition to outpatient care?

8. What are areas for future research?
•

This consensus takes into account a wide range of studies, positive, negative, and
equivocal. These include large randomized controlled trials (RCTs) like NICE-SUGAR that
found no benefit of tight control, the contradictory surgical and medical Leuven studies, and
prematurely halted (due to excessive hypoglycemia) studies such as VISEP. Also included were
the JAMA 2008 meta-analysis by Wiener et al (n = 8,432 patients) that found no difference in
mortality, and the more recent CMAJ 2009 meta analysis (n = 13,567) by Griesdale et al, which
included NICE-SUGAR data and only showed benefit of tight control in surgical patients.
Importantly, the authors note that there are no RCT data showing the effect of intensive glycemic
control in hospitalized patients outside the ICU, though observational studies have associated
hyperglycemia and glycemic variability with poor outcomes in this population.

•

The authors recommend intravenous insulin in critically ill patients and
subcutaneous insulin in non-critically ill patients – with the use of “correction
doses” preferred to sliding scale insulin. Patients on insulin pumps before admission were
highlighted as candidates for self-management on admission, as long as they are capable and
nursing staff regularly record basal rates and bolus doses.

•

The consensus statement is not positive on the use of continuous interstitial fluid
glucose measurement or glucose measurement using indwelling lines. Limitations of
currently available interstitial CGM were lack of reliability in the hypoglycemic range as well as
the high cost. The issue of infections was raised regarding sampling from indwelling lines.

•

All the evidence cited in this paper points to the idea that inpatient glycemic control
with pre-specified targets is cost-effective in the long run due to improved outcomes
leading to decreased length of stay, fewer inpatient complications, and reduced
readmission rates. We believe this to be a “devil in the details” scenario where in order to reap
the cost-benefit, there is the hurdle of actually achieving inpatient glycemic control, which
requires nurse, physician, and hospital administrator buy-in to be successful.
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•

The authors highlight the importance of giving the patient ample tools to maintain
glycemic control once they are transitioned to outpatient care. They call on healthcare
providers to take advantage of the teaching opportunity provided in the in-patient setting to help
patients understand the why and how of self-management.

•

Important areas highlighted for further research include the effect of glycemic
variability on long and short-term outcomes, understanding and managing of stress
hyperglycemia, and the role of continuous glucose monitoring for in-patients.
Further study is also required on glycemic control in non-critically ill patients and in pediatric
populations.
— by Kaku Armah, Brendan Milliner, and Nick Wilkie

8. Conference Preview: The 2009 meeting of the ADA
June 5-9, 2009 • New Orleans, LA •
http://professional.diabetes.org/Congress_Display.aspx?TYP=9&CID=57909
Drumroll please! Prepare yourself for ~100 clinical symposia/current issues, 104 late breaking
abstracts, 389 oral presentations, 1,538 poster displays, and 465 published abstracts. This year’s ADA
meeting will be held in historic New Orleans. If what we gleaned in this issue's interview (see page 24)
with Dr. Harold Lebovitz, Chair of the Meeting Planning Committee, is anything to go by, this will
certainly be a scintillating scientific event. Below are a few chronologically ordered highlights we
selected from the incredible ADA program. The big trials reporting will be RECORD (Avandia
cardiovascular safety study), and BARI-2D (stent vs. bariatric surgery outcomes / insulin sensitizing vs.
insulin stimulating study). The Special Session on Glycemic Control featuring NICE-SUGAR (glucose
control in intensive care populations) as well as the New Analyses from ACCORD and VADT will be
another set of must-see presentations. This year's Banting Lecture will be delivered by George
Eisenbarth, MD, PhD (University of Colorado Health Sciences Center) and will address questions
surrounding prevention of type 1 diabetes. Below is a small (relatively) collection of highlights that have
been chronologically ordered by time of presentation. Looking forward to seeing you in the Big Easy!
Highlights
Day 1: Friday, June 5
•

(11:30 am - 1:45 pm) BioProst Corporate Symposium — New Developments on Orally
Active GLP-1 Analogues for Type 2.

•

(4:15-5:15 pm) Results of the RECORD Clinical Trial. Stuart J Pocock, MD, PhD (London
School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine, London, UK), Michel Komajda, MD (University Pierre et
Marie Curie, Paris, France), Henning Beck-Nielsen, MD (Odense University Hospital, Copenhagen,
Denmark), and Phillip Home, DM, DPhil (Newcastle Diabetes Centre and Newcastle University,
Newcastle upon Tyne, UK)

•

(4:15-5:15 pm) Hypoglycemia: Clinical Impact and Prevention. Simon R. Heller, DM, FRCP
(School of Medicine and Biomedical Sciences, Sheffield, UK), Roy Freeman, MD (Beth Israel
Deaconess Medical Center, Boston, MA), Carmine Fanelli, MD, PhD (University of Perugia, Perugia,
Italy), and Philip E Cryer, MD (Washington University School of Medicine, St. Louis, Missouri)

•

(7:00-11:00 pm) Medtronic Corporate Symposium — Integrating Continuous Glucose
Monitoring into Clinical Practice: Practical Perspectives.
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Day 2: Saturday, June 6
•

(5:30-7:45 am) MannKind Corporate Symposium: From Pumps to Pens to Pulmonary:
Emerging Directions in Insulin Delivery.

•

(8:00-10:00 am) Current Controversies in Assessing and Managing Cardiovascular
Disease Risk in Diabetes. John D Brunzell, MD (University of Washington, Seattle, WA), David R
Matthews, MD (Oxford Centre for Diabetes, Endocrinology and Metabolism, Oxford, UK), and Jorge
Plutzky, MD (Brigham and Women's Hospital, Boston, MA)

•

(8:00-10:00 am) Clinical Use of Incretins. John Buse, MD, PhD (University of North Carolina,
Chapel Hill, CA), Richard E Pratley, MD (University of Vermont College of Medicine, Burlington,
Vermont), and Rodolfo Alejandro, MD (University of Miami Miller School of Medicine, Miami, FL)

•

(8:00-10:00 am) Pump Therapy 2009. Nancy Bohannon, MD, PS (St Luke's Hospital, San
Francisco, CA), Christopher Sadler, PA-C (University of London, London, UK), Bruce Buckingham,
MD (Lucile Packard Children's Hospital at Stanford, Stanford, CA), and Bruce Bode, MD (Atlanta
Diabetes Associates, Atlanta, GA)

•

(10:15-11:15 am) Update on Type 1 Diabetes Clinical Trials. Carla Greenbaum, MD (Virginia
Mason Research Center, Seattle, WA), Mark Pescovitz, MD (Indiana University School of Medicine,
Indianapolis, IN), Ignacio Sanz, MD (University of Rochester Medical Center, Rochester, NY), and
Todd Brusko, MD, PhD (University of Florida, Gainesville, FL)

•

(4:00-6:00 pm) Continuous Glucose Monitoring: Clinical Update. Howard Wolpert, MD
(Joslin Diabetes Center, Boston, MA), Irl Hirsch, MD (University of Washington, Seattle, WA),
William Polonsky, PhD, CDE (University of California, San Diego, CA), Lois Jovanovic, MD (Sansum
Diabetes Research Institute, Santa Barbara, CA).

Day 3: Sunday, June 7
•

(5:30-7:45 am) Amylin-Lilly Alliance Corporate Symposium — The Clinical Relevance of
Today’s Incretin Therapies in the Context of the Current Algorithm.

•

(8:00-10:00 am) Glycemic Control for Microvascular Complications: Is Late Too Late?
Rury Holman, MD (Churchill Hospital, Oxford, UK), Peter Reaven, MD (Carl T. Hayden Veterans
Affairs Medical Center, Phoenix, AZ), David Kendall, MD (Progressive Policy Institute, Missoula,
Montana), and Helen Vlassara, MD (Mount Sinai School of Medicine, New York, NY)

•

(8:00-10:00 am) IDF/ADA Symposium — Pathophysiology of IGT and Type 2 Diabetes:
A Multifaceted Disease. Ele Ferranini, MD (University of Pisa, Pisa, Italy), Charles Burant, MD
(University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI), Steven E Kahn, MD, ChB (University of Washington,
Seattle, WA), and Stefano Del Prato, PhD (University of Pisa, Pisa, Italy)

•

(10:15 am - 12:15 pm) Banting Lecture. George Eisenbarth, MD, PhD (University of Colorado
Health Sciences Center, Denver, CO)

•

(2:00-4:00 pm) Treatment of Obesity. Rudolph Leibel, MD (Columbia University, New York,
NY), Rena Wing, MD, PhD (Brown University, Providence, RI), Louis Aronne, MD (Weill-Cornell
Medical College, New York, NY), and Francesco Rubino, MD (Catholic University of Rome, Rome,
Italy)
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•

(4:15-6:15 pm) Results of the BARI 2D Clinical Trial. Sheryl Kelsey, MD, PhD(University of
Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA), Robert Frye, MD (Mayo Clinic College of Medicine, Rochester, MN), and
Saul Genuth, MD (Western Reserve University, Cleveland, OH)

•

(4:15-6:15 pm) AACC/ADA Symposium — Should Laboratories Report on Estimated
Average Glucose (eAG) with Hemoglobin A1c? David Nathan, MD (Harvard Medical School,
Boston, MD), Zachary Bloomgarden, MD (Mount Sinai School of Medicine, New York, NY), David
Sacks, MD (Kaiser Permanente Bellflower Medical Center, Bellflower, CA), and Eric Kilpatrick, MD
(Hull York Medical School, Hull, UK)

•

(6:00-10:00 pm) Novo Nordisk Corporate Symposium — Learn it Today, Use it
Tomorrow: Practical Strategies for the Clinical Use of Incretin Mimetics.

Day 4: Monday, June 8
•

(5:30-7:45 am) Daiichi Sankyo Corporate Symposium — Comprehensive Intervention in
the Continuum of Type 2 Diabetes: An Opportunity for CVD Risk Reduction.

•

(8:00-10:00 am) Novel Treatments for Type 2 Diabetes. Thomas Mandrup-Poulsen, MD,
PhD (Steno Diabetes Center, Gentofte, Denmark), Gilbert “Zan” Fleming, MD, John Wilding, MD
(University of London, Egham Hill, Egham, Surrey UK), and Allison Goldfine, MD (Joslin Diabetes
Institute, Boston, MA).

•

(2:15-4:15 pm) Bariatric Surgery in the Treatment of Diabetes. Walter Pories, MD (East
Carolina University, Greenville, NC), Bernard Zinman, MD (University of Toronto, Toronto, Ontario,
Canada), and F. Xavier Pi-Sunyer, MD (St. Lukes-Roosevelt Hospital, New York, NY)

•

(6:00-10:00 pm) Merck Corporate Symposia — New Horizons in the Management of
Type 2 Diabetes: Optimizing Glycemic Control and Risk Reduction.

Day 5: Tuesday, June 9
•

(8:00-10:00 am) Modifying the Type 1 Diabetes Disease Process. Jay Skyler, MD
(University of Miami, Miami, FL), Matthias von Herrath, MD (La Jolla Institute for Allergy and
Immunology, La Jolla, CA), Lucienne Chatenoud, MD (Cattedra Malattie Metaboliche, Universita di
Padova, Italy), Massimo Trucco, MD (University of Pittsburgh School of Medicine, Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania)

•

(10:15 am - 12:15 pm) New Analyses from ACCORD and VADT. Matthew Riddle, MD
(Oregon Health & Science University, Portland, OR), Denise Bonds, MD (Wake Forest University
School of Medicine, Winston-Salem, NC), William Duckworth, MD (Carl T. Hayden VA Medical
Center, Phoenix, AZ), and Stephen Davis, MD (Vanderbilt University, Nashville, TN)
— by Kaku Armah, Melissa Tjota and Kelly Close

9. Diabetes Comings and Goings
•

Jay Hagan joined Orexigen Therapeutics as the SVP of Corporate Development and Strategy in midMay.

•

Matthias Jaffe, a former member of German venture capital firm Earlybird Venture Capital, joined
the obesity drug developer Zafgen Inc. as its CFO and VP of business development.
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•

Dr. Freda Lewis-Hall joined Pfizer as Chief Medical Officer in early May. Previously, she was in
change of clinical and non-clinical development at Vertex Pharmaceuticals.

•

Peter Tam has been promoted to the position of COO at Vivus.

10. DCU Stock Chart and Final Thoughts

Index Value = 102.5
There were so VERY big moves in diabetes and obesity companies this month - fifteen of twenty-four
companies moved up or down 10% or more and nine of twenty-four moved up or down 30% or more.
Whew! On average, however, the diabetes and obesity stocks moved up in May pretty well in line with the
overall market. While the Close Concerns diabetes and obesity index increased 6% in May to 102.5 from
96.6 at the end of April, perspective the S&P500 increased 7.9% over the same period. Most companies
with major drops in price had event-driven disappointments, like Metabasis reducing its workforce by
85% (down 34%). We expect ADA to be the next catalyst for most of these stocks.
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Diabetes Close Up is a newsletter distributed eleven times per year highlighting notable information and
events related to the business of diabetes and obesity. Subscription information can be found on our
website www.closeconcerns.com. This newsletter is put forth as an unbiased commentary on the industry
and is not meant to serve as a recommendation to buy or sell any stocks. Public companies that are
current subscribers to Close Concerns’ industry newsletters (Diabetes Close Up and/or Closer Look)
include Abbott, Alkermes, Amylin, Bayer, Becton Dickinson, Biodel, DexCom, Insulet, Johnson &
Johnson, Medtronic, Merck, Novartis, Novo Nordisk, Pfizer, Roche, Sanofi-Aventis, Vivus, and a number
of private companies.
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